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PRESIDENT'S RSPOitT
Paul Sims

V.O.C. is a group of young people interested in outdoor activities,
especially climbing, hiking and skiing. The club functions to facilitate
the pursuit of these outdoor activities and to join together people of
these interests. The members make the club and create its unique atmos
phere and spirit. The spirit of V.O.C. members and the activities of
the club today attract the members of the future.
The V.O.C. Homecoming, a new event this fall, was extremely rewarding.
If lacking in numbers, it certainly did not lack enthusiasm. Old members
and new were impressed and overwhelmed with the "same old club". V.O.C.'s
warm fellowship, in Brock Hall or Sphinx Camp, 1947 or 1967 has changed
little.
In the past few years V.O.C. has been in a state of transition. The
Whistler cabin, with the new dormitories erected this fall, looks and
feels like a home for V.O.C. There are many finishing touches left to
be done, but we are now able to relax, sit back at the fire, or watch
the snow from those long windows.
The whole club, under the direction of a few dedicated people, has
done a magnificent job at Whistler. Everyone concerned deserves a great
deal of credit for a structure of which we are all proud.
When the last shake is nailed to the wall, and the last stone mortared
into the fireplace, the construction at Whistler will be of a different
nature. The shaking will continue but from dances, pots and pans, sing
songs, laughter and conversation. The building will buldge with eager
and exhausted outdoor groups instead of construction crews. What will
be mortared—the members, the outdoors and the club.
That is V.O.C.
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EDITOR'3 MESSAGE

DAitor's messages are always the same, so I have decided this year
to break the trend. The deletion of the message this year was to
relieve you of the effort and boredom of having to read it.
I would like to thank all those people who submitted articles.
These cuticles v . - ) v
of high quality and exceptional detail. I am
sorry that due to the lack of space and time I was unable to include
all these articles.
I would also like to thank all those people who helped me with
this journal. Many of these people were not on my committee and will
remain anonymous because of their numbers and my poor memory.

Ijsonard F. Winter
'jditor, 1967 .
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V.O.C. SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 1967
Kathy .iickerton
Whistler Gathering — On the weekend after the beginning of classes
in January, VOC'ers gathered at the Whistler cabin for a swinging reunion
after Christmas ski trips. Each trip claimed to be the best, and after a
typically wild party, a new way to decide this eternal question was
presented the next morning. This was the day of the Dam Downhill, and
as well as classes A, B, and C, Christmas trip teams competed. Kimberley
and Rossland seemed to be leading, with Whistler next, then Tod, and
lastly a mini-team from Mexico (so what if their skiing techniques
reminded you of a barrel staves careening down sand dunes.) Resolved —
to hold the race next year when the Gondola will be running — competition
with one thousand frustrated skiers was fierce.
Valentine's Day Party — On Valentine's Day, VOC'ers headed over to
Terry Robertson's house for a rousing party to the tunes of old record
hits. One of the oldest — the Salty Dog, of course.

Open House — Chorus Lines — Open House chorus lines, held in
February, had a French flavour this year 1 After the Boy's chorus line
presented their amusing long-hike skit, in bounded the girl's line with
a rollicking Can-Can. (It must be noted, as the French bartender
remarked, there were a few "loose" women hanging around the dance hall.)
The impartial judges felt this performance rated the cup, and the girl's
chorus line won (again?). The next morning, as the few guests (mainly
parents) managed to struggle their way to the Whistler cabin for the
Open House displays, they were witnesses to the V.O.C. annual Steeple
chase. Despite a few complaints by participants that it was impossible
to put on a girdle while your skis were still on, or that it was impossible
to blow up a balloon and sew it to your pants with ski gloves on, or that
Jim "Dice" Stevens had used loaded dice while organizing the Snakes and
Ladders games, everyone enjoyed themselves.
Chief Day — Thirty to forty VOC'ers gathered at the Chatterbox
Cafe in Britannia on Easter Weekend for a massive attack on the Squamish
Chief. Who said it was impossible to lead a dozen people up North
Gully, South South Gully, and Boomstick Crack? (The leaders, of course l )
Oh well, we tried I The evening ended with a rousing sing-song in
Kakademon Kloset.
Reunion Banquet — The V.O.C. annual reunion Banquet was held in
March and the dinner and dancing was enjoyed by all. Mr. Robin Brooks
was a most enjoyable guest speaker on "From the Arctic to the Andes via
the Ben and Others". Roland Burton was awarded the silver pin for his
outstanding service to the club. After the banquet everyone trekked
over to Peter Peeler's house to continue the festivities.
Curling Parties — V.C.C. has discovered something different —
curling parties. On April 1st, forty-eight VOC'ers, both experts (i.e.
those who had curled at least once before) and amateurs (i.e. no curling
experience), gathered at Nela Leja's house from there they headed to
the Thunderbird Arena for a great evening. In fact, this idea proved
so popular that another curling bash was held in November.

Reunion Party — V.O.C. started swinging again with a Reunion
Party in September held at Kathy Sickerton's house. Amid a wild
tumult of "\»hat did you do in the summer?", "Lucky dog, going to
Europe this summer I", "How was iixpo?", and "Let's put on the Salty
Dog I " , a new V.O.C. term started.
Splash and Dance was again a success for V.O.C. Although some
people complained the dance had gone teeny-bopper, VOC'ers enjoyed
the Splash part (or, "How to Drown in Three Easy Lessons) and the
after-party at Dave Lloyd's house.
Club's Day again attracted many new members to the club which now
boasts a record three hundred and ninety-nine membership. Although
V.C.C. didn't win a prize, the display was a hit with Armoury climbs,
rafter rappels, and a slide show (all to the tune of the Salty Dog
Bag I)
Long Hike didn't quite maintain the sunny record established the
last three years — it poured I It cleared for the day of the hike,
however, and VOC'ers herded lagging newcomers up past a swinging tea
party group to the top (almost).
Homecoming Reunion — V.O.C. entered homecoming festivities this
year by holding a reunion for all past and present V.O.C. members.
The displays, especially the slides, were enjoyed by all. The hit of
the evening, however, was an impromptu performance by "Dick" Lazenby
and Bob "Nick" Nicholson, forty per cent of the Squamisli 3and of the
early 1950's. They brought down the house at a great evening.
Short Long Hike led a hundred VOC'ers and potential members sligging
through rain and snow to the Black Tusk Meadows (at least no one com
plained it was a tough hike — just a long wet slog.) There was only
one hitch — how can you dance on a newly verathaned floor at the
Whistler cabin? (Oh well, they did it anyway l )
Hallowe'en Party — All the gods and goddesses were there, as well
as assorted legendary heroes. Traditional apple dunking and a marshmallow race added to the fun. The costumed winner — Marg "Robin the
Hood" Latimer who promptly threw judge Claus Jensen over her shoulder
to the floor while brandishing her meat cleaver prize.
Kakademon Kloset — From climbing on the Chief, work hikes at
Whistler, and studying in Vancouver, VOC'ers streamed into the Kakademon
Kloset in November for a boisterous sing-song. A new V.C.C. first —
lugging a crate of song books through the narrow foot wide passageway
into the Kloset.
Christmas Party — 1967 ended with a traditional carol
at Ruth Lorimer's as about fifty VOC'ers carolled their way
the falling snow (yes 1—it was white I ) . Their numbers were
swelled by late-comers for the party, and the year ended on
(Christmas) note.

sing-song
through
greatly
a merry
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AWARDS

DAM DOWNHILL:
After a good night's sleep following the Reunion Party, sixty-five
people participated in the annual Dam Downhill (Giant Slalom) at
whistler. It was suggested to hold the race next year on a day
when the Gondola is running—towards the end of the event the
competition with about one thousand frustrated skiers was fierce.
The winners:
Men:

Teams:

A.
B.
C.

Derek Choukalos
Bob Bourbon
Herman Vandenboom

1. Rossland
2. Whistler
3. Kiiuberly
4. Mexico
5. Tod

Women:

A.
B.
C.

Valerie Ward
Diddi Young
Nettie Pereboom

Teams;

1.
2.
3.
4.

Kimberly
Rossland
Whistler
Tod

STEEPLECHASE:
This is an exercise in sanity. They scampered all over the west
side of Whistler uttering noises which resembled laughter, crying,
and cheers of encouragement. After all the dust cleared the winners
were:

1.
2.
3.

Ron Kot
Diddi Young
Jim Byers

4.
5.
6.

Joy Stanley
Rick Scott
Frankie Kellner

SILViR PIN - This is awarded to a member of V.O.C. who has shown interest
in and given service to the club beyond what is normally expected from a
member. This year ROLAND BURTON received the award.
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GRAB NEWS

1966-1967
NEW ZEALAND

IAN and STELLA STIRLING are still living in Christchurch, New
Zealand. IAN is still working in Antartica at Scott Base, and writes
that "they have a ski hill there which is powered by an old bren gun
carrier from World War II and the rope goes over barrels in the snow
instead of through pullies." STELLA has been visiting Vancouver and
will return to New Zealand in February when IAN returns from Antartica.

AFRICA

PARKER and ANN WILLIAMS have been visiting Vancouver after a
stint with C.U.S.O. in Tanzania. They are returning to Tanzania,
but this time with External Aid.
DUNCAN ETCHES is in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, with C.U.S.O., where
he is teaching science. He has done some climbing and travelling around
Ethiopia, as well as attending Embassy parties.
DAVE KING is also with C.U.S.O., with the African Wildlife Manage
ment in Moshi, Tanzania. They are based on the side of Mt. Kilimanjaro.
Dave has not yet climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro, only having reached the
10,500 foot level at this date, but has been on several safaris and
done some big game hunting.
DON and NITA POOLE are in Uganda with C.U.S.O.

EUROPE

PETER MACEK is somewhere in Europe these days, making the "grand
tour" as so many other VOC grads have done.
Also on the European circuit is JIM "PONCHO" SIDDALL, after
having visited New Zealand and Australia.
VERA ROSENBLUTH is studying this year in the south of France
near Grenoble, which should be the meeting place for European VOC'ers
during the Winter Olympics.
MARYLOU BEAUCHEMIN is working as a grad student in Geneva, Switzerland.
WYN and SHIRLEY HOBSON are now living in Marinha das Ondas, Portugal,
where WYN is a mill manager.
JANE and BYRON OLSON are travelling through Europe and the Middle
East, and eventually will meet DAVE and LINDA KENNEDY in India.

ENGLAND
BRIAN and SUE SCARFE visited Vancouver in September but are now
back at Oxford where BRIAN is studying. SUE is nursing.
CAROLE RUSSELL is studying in England this year.
SONIA STAIRS is living in London where she heads a five-man
research group in the London School of Economics, engaged in computer
studies.
SOUTH AMERICA

JEANETTE "PATHFINDER" KUZENKO is now married to Gordon Fish (an
Australian who climbs and was with the 1962 B.C.M.C. Waddington expe
dition). They are in Santiago, Chile, with C.U.S.O.

UNITED STATES
DENNY and MARILYN HEWGILL are in New York this year, while DENNY
is doing research.
TERRY and TOVE BROWN made a 100 mile trip down the Allagash River
in northern Maine with SANDY and ROBIN ROBINSON this summer. TERRY
and TOVE will be at M.I.T. until CHRISTMAS, when TERRY finishes his
doctoral thesis, and then the family will be off to Munich for a year
where TERRY has a post-doctoral fellowship at the Max Plauch Institute.

CANADA
JEAN STRACHAN is doing occupational therapy at the Kamloops
Inland Hospital.
Also enjoying the interior skiing while living in Kamloops are
ART HEINER and PAT STEPHENS.
STAN FREYMAN and his wife JEANINE, living in Kamloops, have a
baby girl.
Among the VOC'ers who commute from Calgary to the Rockies for
skiing are DON LYON, PHILIPPE DELESALLE, CAROL FISKE, MONTY LASSERRE,
RANDY and MARG HARRISON.
ALICE PURDEY and PETER "PEELER" THOMPSON were part of a five-man
expedition attempting a new ridge route up Mt. Logan this summer.*
ALICE is now nursing in Vancouver.
JOY STANLEY is teaching at Puntsi Lake, 115 miles west of Williams
Lake, and has found some time to try hunting.
Back on Campus this year are NINA LOCKE, KEN HALL, CATHY FINLEY,
and BILL and MARION BOYD. REG WILD is back, but as a prof 1
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You can find J SAN FINLSY, TONY LYTTLE, DAVE HARDY, SHEILA McMEEKIN
and SUE PAUROTT on the slopes at Whistler many weekends. SHEILA, however,
is leaving in January for New Zealand where she would like to work.
JACK STATHERS has been appointed president of the Alumni Association
at U.B.C.
GLEN WOODSWORTH and his wife, JOY, have a baby boy, David. GLEN
has recently published a book, A Climber's Guide to the Squamish Chief,
backed by V.O.C.
KARL RICKSR is commuting between Wellington, Vancouver Island, and
U.B.C. while he is working on his thesis.
DAVE WINGATE and ROLAND 3URT0N can be found any weekend this fall
working on the Whistler cabin and dorms. In fact, some people are
beginning to swear they are part of the Architect's drawings, suspended
from the roof and side walls.
V.O.C. had a reunion this October in Brock Hall on campus. Many
V.O.C. grads were present and the high point of the evening was rerainlscing by grads TED 3CIUTCHLEY, AL SMITH, AL HALL, JACK STATHERS, ROY
HOOLEY, and the 40;J'ers of the Squamish Band, DICK LAZEN3Y and BOB
NICHOLSON, "NICK and DICK."**
KIM and GILL DEANE are in Vancouver, and have a baby boy.
GORDIE SOULES is with Watts Marketing Research Ltd. in Vancouver.
He has done much of the organizing of his pet project, the B. C. Council
of Outdoor Clubs.
JUDY PADGETT is married to HAROLD CARLSON, and they have a young
daughter. They are going to be living in Cornwall, Ontario for a while.
ROY HEIMAN is at Dartmouth.
DON "BROWNIE" POOLE took part in the Yukon Alpine Centennial
Expedition this summer, one of 52 climbers to tackle 13 unclimbed
peaks in the Yukon Territory. He planted the Centennial flag on the
top of Mt. Nova Scotia.
MONICA NAS MYTH also took part in the Yukon Alpine Centennial
Expedition, attending one of the two-week camps on the Steele Glacier.
LATEST HITCHINGS:
3AR3A'U BOOTH to IAN McLHOD. They were married in Scotland
and will be living in Chicago.
MONICA NASMYTH to TICH MO.CilS, her spelunking partner, whose
climbs in the Rockies were recorded in the 1966 V.O.C. Journal.
HART PFORTMUELLER to CAROLYN YOUNG.
DEAN GOARD to ANNE NODi/ELL.
*• See Page
** See Page
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WHISTLER PROJECT
Dave Wingate
The whistler Mountain Cabin Project has, since its inception in
August, 1965 been the most outstanding project in the history of V.O.C.
In terms of time, energy, enthusiasm and finances it is without equal.
The best estimate that has been made of the first three elements is
that over one thousand different people have at one time or another
put in a day's work on the cabin. In terms of finances the club has
invested nearly $25,000.
The past year's work at the cabin has been directed mainly in
two directions. The dormitories were by far the most impressive
result of the fall work hikes but the work done on the interior of
the cabin although perhaps far less spectacular consumed an almost
equal amount of labor.
During the summer there were several work hikes one of which was
attended by Byron Olson, the architect of the cabin. Much of the
panelling was done on this very relaxed and enjoyable weekend which
included a trip en-mass via a large university truck to Alta lake
for a swim.
The fall saw the installation of the wiring, the completion of
the exterior of the main building, the completion of the long awaited
and often talked about second out-house and the finishing of the floors
in both the upper and lower lounges. Both floors were sanded a total
of five times before the plastic finish was applied. The upper lounge
received seven coats of plastic and the lower lounge received four. All
of the coats except the top were hand rubbed by a group of very persevering
girls before the next coat was applied.
The dormitories, which was the major undertaking at the cabin this
year were begun on Thanksgiving weekend and were completely enclosed
and almost fully shaked by the end of November. Although time has
unfortunately not permitted them to be completed they require only a
small amount of labor in the coming year to allow them to be used to
their capacity of almost one hundred people.
The past building season has seen a great many projects under
taken and completed. These projects were both large and small but
in all cases the workmanship is of a degree which demonstrates the
pride in what we are doing.

THE PROJECT
by The Crew

"Would you please tell me how to get to the Varsity Outdoor Club
Cabin?"... "This is it I Where do we get the hammers?" "Finding your
own tools is part of the game." "What do you want me to do." "Is it
true that there is another larger truck with a load of longer and
heavier lumber coming as soon as we unload this truck? How do you
get a truck from the university anyway? I didn't think it was allowed."
"Don't let that guy in the orange hard hat see you sitting... I don't

want to creosote." "Holy blazes I Look at that blond drive those
nails, she never misses." "Have you got a tape measure?"... "Ya I I U
give it back as soon as T measure this." "Where is my tape measure?"
"Who took my saw?" "When's lunch?" "Great food Wendy." "Peter, do
you know what is going to be put over this as soon as I finish it?"
"Roland, how does this go?" "I don't know but if you do it wrong we
will name it after you." "Will you guys out there on that roof please
stop hammering. It is after eleven and we want to get to sleep."
"Good nighto"
CHRISTMAS TRIPS
MEXICO
(or How to Live on Tacos and Entero-viroform Pills)
Christmas, 1966
Charlein Enefer
Bandidos:
Peter Lattey (L)
Lynne Hunniford (zzzz)
Bob Woodsworth
Brian McDonagh (Mother)
Kathy Shatkin

Marg Quarry
Kathy Sloan
Bruce Neifer
Al Harvey (Ubyssey spy)
Judy Baker (U.C.L.A.)

Sunny skies, pounding surf, palm trees, cactus, and nine VOC'ers
where?
in Baja California, Mexico, of course t After hastily
devouring raulti mandarins (the U.S. border guards at check Point
Genevieve were sure they were Communists in disguise), at some ridicu
lously early hour of December 26
yes, we stayed home long enough
to snatch Santa's goodies from under the tree, —
we sped through
Washington, Oregon and California via Beauty and the Beast (Bless
their little engines) in a record twenty-eight hours. What do you
mean, you don't think that's much of a record? I
The contrast between San Diego and Tijuana was a great shock
from high rise apartments and freeways to cardboard huts and dirt
roads lined with conspicuous hubcaps.

—

Our first night in the land of tortillas and bandidos was spent
on the hard sand beach at Rosarito on the west coast of the Baja
Peninsula, under moonlight with the pounding of the surf in the back
ground—fantastic 1 After being regaled by stories of wicked Mexican
bandits swooping down from sand dunes, one anonymous female, minus
handy dandy contact lenses, woke during the night to see a mysterious
figure (later discovered to be one of the eleven, an industrious Japanese
fellow turned Ubyssey photographer, who was poking the fire) silhouetted
agains the moonlit cliff, whereupon she screamed appropriately and
delivered a Sonny Lis ton chop to the jaw of snoring Mother
just
a gently tap to wake him up, you know —
the blood was soon wiped up.
The next morning, after the debris from the minor sandstorm was
raked from teeth, hair, and ears (scrunch), our magnificent leader
made the first ski descent of a cliff overhanging the surf, on barrel
staves tied with wire. Don't believe it? As the aforementioned
magnificent leader for the documented proof.

Points south of Rosarito being inaccessible without four-wheel
drive, Beauty and the Beast headed north to Mexicali and down to
San Felipe, leaving behind a trail of orange and grapefruit peel,
(ten for a peso — 8£ U.S. — until the vendor realised that wasn't
our entire fortune). San Felipe, home for four days, is a shrimp
fishing village with one stop light (what it stops, we never quite
figured out), which also thrives on tourism. The serapes and sombreros
we bought probably liquidated their debts for the next five years. We
were the only people in Mexico dressed like Mexicans.
Did we make any friends in San Felipe? A groovy band entertained
us in and out of the local bar, their specialty being "fiy Baby Does
the Hanky Panky", and Carlos, the son of the liquor store owner,
brought tortillas to our tent in the morning.

Twice a day, Brian (affectionately known as Mother) passed around
the anti-dysentery pills which were washed down with the favourite
beverage, tequila and orange juice. That famous chef and once Japanese
fellow honoured us with his shrimp fu yung made from shrimps nearly
eight inches long, and seasoned with ocean tidbits gathered by our
intrepid leader and his Matterhorn climbing friend, Bob.
Between this feasting and drinking, were the usual Mexican past
times of watching burning shrimp boats, and dune jumping. Interspersed,
of course, was the occasional honda or horseback ride through the
desert and visits to the graveyard.
Not content with these festivities, the fearless ten spent a night
sleeping on a plush white rug in Long Beach, before climbing the
Matterhorn (Disneyland, that is), and watching Sunset Strippers smoke
grass — all to the tune of "I Left My Heart in San Felipe" sung
plaintively while facing due south.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
This trip was unofficial due to the water situation in the area.
Alcoholic beverages, illegal under the V.O.C. Constitution, were
substituted for water, because of their convenience and resistance
to contamination. The unsanctioning of this trip was for technical
and safety reasons only.
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CHRISTMAS ON ASSINIBOINK (1966)
Dick Gilbert

When it comes to winter climbing, the Rockies hold all the cards.
It's cold, mind you, but the weather is often clear and a good coating
of ice helps hold the rotten peaks together.
Alice Purdey, Bob Cuthbert, and myself struck out from Sunshine
ipdge one fine blizzard with ridiculously heavy packs, in an attempt
at the first winter ascent of Mt. Assiniboine. Hans Baer joined our
party before Citadel Pass and three abysmal days of ploughing trail
brought us all to the Ranger's Cabin at Magog Lake. Sunshine may be
the shortest winter approach (22 mi.) but it isn't the best. Avalanche
danger theorized for Citadel Pass did not materialize, but miles of
snow clad moraines made for frustrating skiing.
At the cabin we dried our belongings and from there a snow cave
was established at about 9,000 ft., just below the rock on Assiniboine's
northwest face. It was the north buttress route we were to attempt.
Christmas live found us in the snow-hole, hanging sausage labels
on a branch of pine tree, and singing carols about a candle. The
climb fell on Christmas day, in amazingly fine weather. The first
thousand feet or so was mainly scrambly stuff, and it wasn't until
above the first major cliff band that we ran into real trouble from
raelt-ice. Climbing became dependent on ice daggers and crampon toe
points. Our line of attack ran to the right of the sunmer buttress
route, although the ridge was used in descent. The "second cliff
band" took quite a bit of forcing, and shortly above this we voted
to turn back, although only a few hundred feet shy of the swiait.
There aren't many hours of daylight available that time of year,
and nobody seemed to want the peak badly enough to bivouac for it.
Perhaps a major face-centered ice couloir to the right might have
gone faster. Both dawn and sunset were breathtaking over the wintery
Rockies, but a suggestion of another try next day met with little
favour, perhaps because the snowcave was not reached until several
hours after dark. Next morning we pulled back to the cabin.
As a route out, we chose the Spray Lakes, reaching the south end
in one longish day's pack. Next morning we quickly skated the first
12 miles over hard snow and clear ice by tying Zaski-sacks between
skiers as sails. In the afternoon, sleds were made from skis and the
packs towed easily to the north end of the Spray Lake. Here we found
the road to Canmore ploughed and we were lucky enough to catch a ride
out that evening, ending a very beautiful and enjoyable, if not quite
successful trip, (time: 9 days, distance skied with packs about
50 mi.)

Skiing near Assiniboine

Photo by Dick Culbert

WHISTLER LUXURY '66
January, 1967

Linda Kemp

The trip before Christmas was great (depending on whether you're
a boy or a girl) with 12 guys and 3 girls 1 It was a bit windy on the
slopes some days but apparently that just allows you to go faster.
Poor old Wendy "Mother" Watson arrived and found that the V.O.C.
Mice (no, not education-type members) had thrown a little party of
their own with our food.
More food was brought in by Moonlight??? Wishing to capture the
magic of the ski slopes by night, these true VOC'ers carted the food
up and consumed a "supper by moonlight" as well. The skiing was icy
the rest of the time, but after Christmas the skiing was good enough
to match any of those other "fogged in" trips. There was a larger
turnout after Christmas with over a hundred gyrating bodies some
nights. The skiing was great with blue skies, powder sncw, etc. (a
little wind now and then, too).
There was excitement every night with either dancing or singsongs
and a huge New Year's Eve party was planned. How many other trips had
a New Year's Eve Tree? Ingeneous Whistlerites made soup label chains
(people were eating "mystery soups" for ages after that), strung cookies,
candies, and even carrots for the decorations. It being a formal dance
that night, everyone took out their best jeans and really swung 1 In
fact we made so much noise with our joviality that the New Year was
almost afraid to be rung in 1
Our illustrous leader, Len Winter, decided he was really going to
top off the trip and have a sleigh ride. "Hey", everyone said, "that's
a great idea I" However, the ride had to be cancelled due to a minor
technical difficulty - the horse died 11
The cook-crew always arose early and usually cracked eggs for about
|- an hour steady. One fellow with sleep in his eyes, (after hearing the
egg-cracking), asked me why we were having popcorn for breakfast 1 The
rest of the VOC'ers, victims of the little sandman, were awakened softly
and gently from their tender world of dreams with the "Salty Dog Rag"
or "Mamma, Wash My Face". After breakfast everyone raced to the ski
slopes for a fantastic day of fun in the sun.
January 2, 1967 is a day which I am sure will be recorded in V.O.C.
history. Over 50 VOC'ers were served breakfast in bed I But then, we
emphasize the title of our trip - Whistler Luxury '66 1

WINTER ACTIVITIES
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SKI-TOURING SEYMOUR STYLE
Ken Lefever
January 22, 1967, 15-20 eager VOC'ers, old and new members in
about equal numbers (girls outnumbering the guys) assembled in the
upper Mt. Seymour parking lot with day packs, skis, and climbing
skins to begin a ski-touring assault of a still unknown spot on Mt.
Seymour. For the new members it was a chance to practise what had
been mentioned in an earlier ski mountaineering lecture and to learn
why some "don'ts" about ski-touring are in fact "don'ts"; for every
one it was an opportunity to test and check out their equipment for
future and bigger trips. The trip was led by Peter "Peeler" Thompson
and began and ended under conditions of poor visibility and falling
crystals of frozen Seymour rain.
After a battle between novice tourers and unfamiliar or stubborn
equipment was ceased by help from older members, everyone seemed ready
to go. Skins were on ski-bottoms fur side down; touring plates were
right side up; cables were adjusted so each person would have maximum
possible comfort for climbing, yet not too loose to come out of his
harness with every other step. That is, all were ready except me.
I was busy trying to reclaim my day pack from one large dog who seemed
to prefer it for purposes for which I felt anyone of the many nearby
trees would have served equally as well. Anyway, without further
mishap we were off, and so were someone's skis 1 A few twists of that
special legendary Roland Burton haywire made for an instant repair
job, and away the group went.
After receiving many curious looks of disbelief from skiers on
the chairlift above, as they witnessed a reincarnation of "back in
Dad's day when people climbed to the top of the mountain", the horde
disappeared into the trees, not to reappear until the end of the day.
The trip itself continued with a decreasing frequency of climbing
skins and harnesses coming off, but with frequent occurrences of
people "skinning" downhil suddenly finding their skis coming to an
abrupt halt at the bottom (because of the skins). Meanwhile the
skier, complete with pack, continued with a body follow-through into
either a sprawled out position in the snow or a contortion with the
head and shoulders planted on the snow between the ski tips while
legs were still semi-upright over the skis. And so it went....
On this trip, our great leader used his compass like all good
leaders should, quite frequently because of poor visibility. Having
great faith in Peter "Peeler", the group keenly slogged behind him
unquestioningly. A good rule: an inexperienced member of a skitouring party should never needlessly question what the leader is
doing because he, as the leader, has experience and knows what he is
doing and has much on his mind, like responsibility for his group.
After much slogging and great feelings of accomplishment on our part,
we were brought to a halt while Peter announced that the tracks we
just crossed were our own. We had just finished labouriously travelling
in a big circle... with the aid of a compass?! Snickering, the trip
continued.

As the visibility slowly worsened and the weather became more
miserable, the group eventually stopped for lunch somewhere on Mt.
Seymour. After, touring equipment was removed and everyone prepared
for the ski trip down through the fog and trees. Somewhere on the
way down our trail intercepted some portion of the main chair-lift
ski run and we groped our way down to the bottom of the run.
Still filled with enthusiasm, the group then engaged in an all
out snow fight with some people who were quickly overwhelmed while
still on skis. So ended a successful, fun-filled trip with many
thanks to Peter "Peeler" for being the leader. The new members did
learn many good fundamentals about ski-touring and everyone had a
great time.

SKYPILOT
February 5th & 6th, 1967

LEADER:

Peter Macek

BERT PORT

On Saturday our group arrived at Brittania's Chatterbox Cafe,
one car short, one hour late and a rare sunny day rapidly ending.
A drive up the road, an endless slog up a river bed, then on skins
in the dark to Utopia lake, leads finally to camp. Two hours later
the slack group arrives with wild excuses about traffic jams and
holed mufflers.
A hot breakfast under a cold starry sky and we're off as the
hills are turning pink around us. The route is steep, tricky and
slow going. Then, the top of the ridge is reached, the sun hits us
and suddenly it is all worth while. Old memories come rushing back
as goggles are put on and the uniquely spring smell of "skreen" fills
the air. Before us, huge and impressive, stands Skypilot-fluted,
encrusted with fresh snow and alive with the Rockfall Symphony. The
immense, pure silence of white mountains is dispelled by the roar of
cornices, icicles and. rocks cascading off the faces and turning the
gulleys into death traps. A knoll is reached, skis stuck in and a
long golden lunch break lazed through. The Mt. Sheer group across the
valley comes down/ signalling our departure. The end of a weekend
was made more perfect by the contrast with months of dreary Vancouver
rain and the thought of approaching mid-terms. .

RAINBOW EN MA33E
March 19, 1967

Ken Lefever

This was a ski-touring trip up Mt. Rainbow, and was again led
by enthusiastic Nancy Deas. Prior to the trip itself, keen compe
tition was waged between Rich Scott, who was to lead a scheduled
snowshoe trip to the Lions on the same Sunday, and Nancy who was pro
moting the Rainbow slog. VOCene reports ("flash-bulletin-dazzle 1")
from Scotty were "that there was no snow on Rainbow. Tough Luck,
Nancy I" while those ("Gibble-stomp-swoosh J " ) from Nancy were "that
there was no snow on the Lions. Tough Luck, Rich I"
Anyway, the weekend finally came and about fourteen VOC'ers
descended on the Whistler cabin on Saturday night in preparation
for Sunday. The next day we left bright and early and traversed
Alta Lake (yes, you fool, it was frozenl) towards Rainbow Lodge.
On the far side climbing skins were put on and touring harnesses
set. Again with the aid of Roland 3urton's fine haywire, a few
problems were quickly corrected and we were away.
Having gone only a few yards, the group encountered its first
obstacle - the P.G.E. tracks. Why an obstacle? Well, not really
until someone was in the middle of the tracks and - "What did you
say you heard? - A t-t-train whistle? I" A few people moved a little
faster and again we were moving upwards onto our second obstacle Mt. Rainbow.
Equipment-wise it was a bad day for torn skins and broken
harnesses. Several times the party was plagued by such breakdowns,
but pliers, needles, thread and extra pieces of wire, that were
brought along "just in case" came in handy, and individual delays
were minimized.
Weather-wise it was really promising in the morning with sun
and a clear blue sky. As the day progressed, the could cover in
creased. By the time we were on our way down it was threatening
and beginning to snow lightly.
The upward trip was broken by a brief pause for lunch, pic
tures, and a chance to patch up new blisters that earlier foot
taping had not prevented. We then continued on up through the
trees in hopes of reaching the lake. However, it was getting
late and no one really wanted to continue on up to the lake, so
we turned around, removed skins and touring harnesses, and began
a hairy descent.
The winding, rolling trail over fast snow, between hard trees,
and in and out of ravines was wild. The trip was now being marked
by sudden stops when ski tips became buried in the far bank of a
ravine that you meant to stop for earlier or traverse along rather
than into. After climbing out of a freshly made snowhole (like a
sitzmark only more crater-like) or getting someone to untangle
your limbs and skis, you were ready to do battle with the next ten
feet of trail and trees. Eventually we were out of the trees and the
trail widened (ever so slightly) to provide a faster and hairier

schuss down the rest of the mountain. Finally, exhausted and contented,
the group slowly crossed Alta lake again, back to the cars as darkness
set in to end another "fun" day.
By the way, wasn't the fourteenth member of the party on Mt.
Rainbow, Rich Scott? I

SNOWSHCEING
February 22, 1967

Ken Lefever

Once upon a Sunday, fourteen ambitious and gullible VOC'ers
(something like nine girls and five guys) were discovered on Mt.
Seymour by the snowshoe. All cheerfully accepted the challenge as
they snowshoed literally all over the mountain, introducing several
strange, new techniques, some of which were never before believed
possible.
The weather was typical for Seymour - overcast from the knees up
and raining or snowing, depending upon the individual's enthusiasm.
Because of the restricted visibility, our erratic trail missed some of
the magnificent attractions such as Peter Thompson's infamous circle
route biased three weeks earlier in the same vicinity.
Our fearless leader, Nancy Deas, and her great mastery of the
art of snowshoing inspired all who followed to copy her technique
so as not to let on that we were amateurs. Thus, soon after starting
out, that is after we figured out ingenious methods of fastening the
graceful footgear to our feet, the group had uniformity in style.
Nancy professionally crawled up a bank of soft snow on her hands and
knees only to roll back down to the bottom again. Thirteen ardent
followers also crawled on their hands and knees and tumbled back down
to the bottom. However, with great determination the mob eventually
made it to the upper terminal of the chair lift.
The return trip down for everyone was as ungraceful as the trip
up; involving short bursts of speed until snowshoes came off, bodies
became airborne and heads became lodged in snow banks. As usual,
still enthusiastic, the group arrived back at the parking lot and
engaged in a snow fight, followed by a snowshoe race. Strangely, the
race caused many onlooking skiers in the lot to look twice, smile(?),
and shake their heads at this wierd group. Again, another great day
had been enjoyed by all eager participants. Thanks go to Nancy for
introducing us to V.O.C.'s answer to overcrowded ski slopes S

FABULOUS S'jUAW '67
February 10 - 19

KEENERS:
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Walter Peacfiey

PETE MACEK - ORGANIZER, DRIVER
WALTER PEACHEY - DRIVER
JUDY McKAY
JOHN BOYLE
LES WATSON
DEREK CHOUKALOS
WENDY HARTRICK ( WITHDREW)

Friday afternoon, right after lectures, I picked up the car and
crew. I drove to Seattle where we stopped for supper and a visit to
Recreational Equipment Inc. Everything went smoothly until about
2:00 a.m., twenty miles from "Nowheresville", Oregon where I discovered
cars require fuel. Getting gas through O.M.A. (A.A.A.) took about an
hour. Twenty-four hours out of Vancouver brought us to Reno. We
wandered around looking for a place to stay, but couldn't find anything
reasonable, so we tried the University of Nevada and got rooms for
two dollars each. After supper we wandered into the center of the
"Biggest Little City in the World". In Harold's Club, Les and Derek
were evicted but the detective let me stay on the strength of my
A.M.S. card which said I was twenty-one on that day. We ambled back
to the dorms and spent a quiet evening contemplating climbing the
women's dorms which had screens over the windows. The screens were
supported by a ladder-like frame which would have made climbing
extremely easy. The idea of "but officer, we were only trying for
a first ascent" didn't strike us a holding too much water with Nevada
police, so we left the ascent to others.
Sunday morning we were up bright and early. We spent an easy day
"warming up" on the relatively simple slopes of Alpine Meadows. Derek
was unimpressed with the area. By checking in at the motel, where we
had planned to stay, we found Pete, John and Judy were staying at the
Red Barn....?????? U l l Okay, so we found it, a nice cozy place
with front room, bedroom, washroom (with shower) and kitchen complete
with a one unit stove, fridge, sink.
Monday morning we were off to Heavenly Valley because it was the
only place the "Three Valley" Pass was available. There, three chairs
continue from the top of the gondola on up to 10,016 feet. In Heavenly
they use both sides of one chairlift as it drops into a gulley and out
the other side. Les twisted his ankle on approximately the third run
so he was taken down by the patrol who use "express" speeds, and then
spent the day in the first-aid hut. The weather was beautiful and the
runs varied from bunny to hard. Towards late afternoon a wind came up
on top and clouds came in. After supper we spent a quiet evening with
Pete sitting in the corner reading and Judy snooting rubber bands at
John. John brought in Valentine's day early by presenting Judy with
an all day "heart" sucker.
Tuesday morning saw eight inches of fresh powder all around. We
agreed to ski on Squaw for the day. Half way to Squaw we were stopped
by one of Reagan's Rangers who was checking each car for snow tires or
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chains. The skies had cleared and we were the first there. Les got a
refund on that day's ticket and then he lodge skied all day. Each time
we took a new run we hit virgin powder as there was only about one
hundred people on the whole area (eg. four or five peas in a five
gallon pot). Derek was impressed, John and Pete cut fast tracks while
Judy and I worked on improvement. "Darn it, too warm for ski jackets,
but unsafe to leave them anywhere so I guess no sweater tomorrow."
"Say, this no line-up idea is great I" (three or more made a line-up).
Les, however, was now bound and determined not to waste another day
of this beautiful powder. After skiing we went back to the motel to
spend another quiet evening drinking kool-aid.
Wednesday was a repeat of Tuesday except that there was no new
snow, Les was skiing on rented Heads, and the sky was partially clouded.
"Pete wants my keys for what?
. ...ohl" Now, there were two on
rented Heads. Derek was still impressed, "see those tracks down
Headwall, those are mine"
ye-e-e-s I" John and Pete skied a
little slower for Les' sake and Judy and I worked on improvement again.
For the finale of the day, John, Pete and Les tried one slope of KT22
(translated - "twenty-two kick turns" taken by one Olympic skier to do
the rim, i.e. vary steep).
Thursday saw Pete and Les move up one grade of Head ski. The sky
was overcast all day and there were many snow flurries. One caused a
white-out just as I got to the bottom of Cornice #2. "Well, I've got
to keep wide of Cornice #1, but not too wide, oh no 1 I'm flying 1
Help I Where the heck's the ground...? I guess I had better sit back
a. ..WHUMP 1.... bit I Oh, pain and agony I" The weather cleared for a
while in the afternoon, so I tried Exhibition (bottom half of KT22).
"Say not bad except for the drifts in the hollows behind moguls".
After the last runs, we all stopped for coffee in the Lodge. "I still
like those mini skirts." Judy noted one waitress was too bony-kneed
for a mini skirt.
3y Friday we were back at Squaw with bright sunshine and lot of
powder. Shirts lee yes skiing today I " ; "Fine, but what do you do with
keys, wallet, camera and suntan lotion when you haven't got a fanny
pack? Even a comb shows in these stretch pants 1" Since this was the
last day of our five day passes everyone skied super hard. "Derek,
try Sunbowl i", But later, "Oh, am I unimpressed I" Les was skiing top
form by now although he was being careful. By lunch time there was an
addition of two familar faces, Keith Moore and John Arthur, who had
driven eighteen hours straight from classes and arrived just in time
to start skiing Squaw at opening time. "A movie camera, great I'
After lunch we were at it again. John, John, Keith, Les and Pete
skied together taking movies. Judy was alone now by choice since I
was skiing faster than she. "What the heck, I'll try KT22". (You
know the grand finale bit). It took me about an hour of careful
picking, but I made it. Needless to say, we skied that day until the
patrol cleared the hill. We sat in the lodge a while and bickered
about who owed me what for gas and then we bid farewell to Judy, John
and Pete who were heading for San Francisco. Since both Les and I
had Mid-terms Monday we had decided to ski one more day, leave early
to arrive home at a decent time and do some studying (Ha I Ha 1 ) .
Back at the Red Barn, John and Keith took a room, above ours. After
supper we organized the confusion and packed some of it in the car.
1

Saturday morning after arcing things like the left-over ham bone,
we all piled into the two cars and headed for Slide Mt. (Nev.) to
spend an easy day unwinding. The sun was out and the sky was a beautiful
rich blue and again it was another shirtsleeves day. Derek had to be
daring and skied in shorts and a T-shirt. One ski-bunny who was bundled
sufficiently for an Arctic blizzard was amazed at this and inquired
about what would happen if he fell. Derek's reply was a snappy "who
plans to fall?" After lunch a breeze had. come up so we donned our
sweaters and skied until 2:30. Derek's final comment was "Well, for a
small area, I'm impressed". At last we headed into Reno to show John
and Keith the town, then we left them to battle on their own and headed
for home. We took a slightly more direct route back and after twentyseven hundred odd total mileage, we arrived back in Vancouver Sunday
afternoon. Had it not been for mid-terras and financial problems, we
would have stopped at Crystal, Stevens Pass or Baker on the way back.
So ended the mid-term break for half of the well-tanned Squaw
Valleyers. Seven days of fantastic non-stop skiing came to a close on
the sour note of "Ugh, a mid-term tomorrow t" The other half of the
super-tanned arrived back later Sunday. Keith and John spent Sunday
on the artificial snow of Incline and skied Squaw Monday. They got
back Tuesday morning in time for lectures.
So endith my manuscript and here is Best Wishes to those who
followeth our lead.

HELL'S GATE—GUNG-HO 1
March 19, 1967

Marilyn Baker

Swim Hell's Gate?? It sounded like a nutty idea but here I was
standing next to the Trans-Canada Highway near Hell's Gate in my bathing
suit getting some awfully strange looks from passing truck drivers, etc.
It was rather cold, being March 19th, and I never got my wetsuit on so
fast, and my life jacket and my crash helmet plus my fins and inner
tube. While all this was happening a local resident was telling the
Fearless Four (leader Mike Ablitt, Tim Auger, Randy Hay and myself)
that while swimming Hell's Gate we should keep our eyes open for gold,
jade and salmon (in that order). After assuring him that we were
swimming above and not under water (Hell's Gate is 250 feet deep) we
headed for the water.
We got into the freezing cold water about a mile above Hell's Gate
in case we decided to chicken out but soon we got used to the current
and to steering away from the rocks and canyon walls. As long as we
kept in the main current we were kept away from the shore and river is
deep enough so that there is no problem about rocks on the bottom.

After a couple of rousing choruses of "Cruising Down the River"
and two or three sets of rapids the water suddenly became calmer but
faster and the canyon, narrower. A train crew far above us saw us in
the water and gave one short and one very long whistle as is "Rotsa
ruck, you idiots I " . Our only concern at this point was to be sucked
into the fishladder, go bouncing down fifty levels or so to find a
screen over the exit. We kept.to the middle of the canyon and went
over the eight foot drop on an arch of smooth water. Then we hit the
standing waves. Close your eyes and hold your breath—crash through,
not over, an eight foot wave—again and again, we had no idea if we
were headed for the rocks, we just hoped not—we were starting to get
short on wind—and then we were out of the soup.
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The best of it was over but we still had about six miles to go
to our pre-determined landing spot. On the way down we had lots of time
and some very interesting rapids to experiment with and we were all
having our problems. Tim's "frog feet" turned out to be more of a
problem than a help. Mike got caught in a backwash and was buried by
water until he wondered if he was ever coming up. I grazed a rock
while shooting a rapid and all of us were freezing. Randy's beavertail
kept popping and he was getting a nice circulation of water in his
jacket. He finally decided to climb 500 feet up to the road instead of
waiting for the landing. As he was climbing he thought some kid was
throwing rocks down. He swore he'd have the kids for bookends.
After he reached the road after a class 4 climb in sloshing wetsuit boots he tried to thumb a ride back to "base camp" and was passed
on the road by his girlfriend who was looking for him but thought he
was just some motorcycle type in tight black clothes.
About fifteen minutes later we crawled out of the water numb but
happy. We had floated about seven miles in one and one-half hours and
thanks to the crash helmet I didn't even get my hair wet.
THE ANNUAL OLYMPIC BEACH. TRAVERSE
Marg Latimer
Once again the Olympic seashore was blessed with VOC'ers on the
24th of May weekend. Whether or not it was happy to receive us is
questionable but there is no doubt that we were happy to be there. The
drive to the beach was probably as strenuous as the hike along it since
our road maps proved to be less than accurate. More than once, various
carloads discovered that they were heading somewhere - but it obviously
wasn^t to the Olympic Beach. Len Baker seemed determined to lose the
rest of the group; two times he missed the ferry by one car. The first
time he missed it because he took a coffee break. Seeing that his was
the only car at the ferry terminal, Len decided he would go and buy
some groceries; he returned and discovered that he was now at the end
of a long line of cars. Thus he missed the ferry a second time. If
you are planning a trip to the Peninsula, it would be wise to check
the ferry schedule first. The Keystone - Pt. Townsend ferry is a rather
spasmodic run. There was a possibility that Dave Zuest would be joining
the group at Pt. Angeles. We arrived there early and saw no Dave. The
natives of that city were amaaed to see people running around tying
signs (for Dave) onto the lamp posts at the main intersection.
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It was well into the afternoon before we began to hike. There are
ireral places along the traverse where it is not possible to hike
around the headlands. Consequently, the hikers cannot remain on the
beach but frequently find themselves plowing through the bush. There
are good trails over the headlands but vegetation grows very rapidly
and at this time of the year it has not yet been trampled back. The
trails were muddy and slippery, but this provided more amusement than
hardship even though a few of our party had to be retrieved from the
ooze. The vegetation on the headlands is t'ruely beautiful. Firs,
cedars and hemlocks grow to an enormous size and are draped with
mosses. Giant ferns and a large assortment of wildflowers cover the
ground. While the hike is easy, if you are not accustomed to carrying
a pack it can be strenuous. The girls on our traverse were soon tired
but fortunately we outnumbered the boys and were able to keep them at
a slow steady pace. Because of our late start, we did not hike very
far the first day. We decided to set up camp several hours before
sunset. It was a good thing we made this choice for some people had
great difficulty cooking their supper. Dorothy Shives had the worst
luck; three of her hot dogs were devoured by the fire. She might
never have had supper if Ruth Lorimer hadn't offered her assistance.
On a clear night, when the moon is shining, there is a fascinating
spectacle at the edge of the water. The diatomes in the sand sparkle
with iridescent white and purple. Watching them and listening to the
roar of the waves gives one a peculiar sensation.
Our second day of hiking was mainly on the beach. We were disappointed
to miss some of the highlights of the trip because of the dense mist and
high tide. At Strawberry Point there are sea caves in the ocean side of
the large rocks; we were not able to get out tc these. If it is possible,
this hike should be scheduled for a weekend when the tides are low. Not
only will you see more but you will not have to hike over as many head
lands. At Goodman Creek we wasted more than an hour, trying to locate
the trail on the other side of the creek. After finding it we had no
more difficulties and we stumbled into our destination for the second
night - Mosquito Creek. The sky was threatening to rain so some members
decided to put up the tent. Rather than expend energy clearing a place
for the tent, they erected it on a spot which was already free of rocks
and driftwood alonside of the creek. Everyone had just about fallen
asleep when the occupants of the tent began screaming, laughing and
running around. Water was flowing under the tent. They had ignored
the fact that the creek level would rise as the tide came in. Soon
rocks and driftwood were flying everywhere as a new tent site was
cleared in record time. After all this effort, it did not even rain.
On our third day of hiking, the drivers went ahead of the other
members in order to bring the cars from the start of the hike to the
finishing point. This system worked very well and saved us at least
two hours. Again, the tide did not favour us and waves pounded and
splashed between the rocks we were trying to hop across. This succeeded
in giving everyone wet feet and actually added to the enjoyment. It
wasn't long before we spied the Indian village at Hoh River and realized
that the hike was over. Everyone was sorry to have completed the hike
but that didn't stop us from lying in the sunlight on the soft grass.

SPRING ACTIVITIES
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A FKOSH'S VIEW OF SPHINX
Spring, 1967
They told me:
you just can't I"

Nela Leja
"You can't miss with the Garibaldi Spring Trip -

They told me: "The sun's just super. Never rains in May. You
get frazzled to a coffee brown crisp. Start your summer with instant
tan."
"The skiing's out of this world.
runs as long as two thousand feet."

Untouched (??) slopes with

"Everyone who's anyone in V.O.C. goes."
"The Garibaldi Spring Trip offers everything: Ski, sun and social
life, Sold?"
So I told them:

"Sold i"

"I'm only a Frosh, and only a girl, I started skiing only four
months ago; I've never been on a glacier let along camped on one;
I've never walked nine miles, let alone skiied that-but I'm going.
I'm going."
"So," I asked myself.

"Where's the sun?"

It was on our lunch break at the top of the Summer Trail, after
forty hours of slogging up twenty-three switchbacks on skins...where's
the sun anyway? It had given up in disgust, before I could, and had
gone off in a sulk behind a thick barrier of clouds.
"It'll be out again tomorrow", Paul Sims told me (he was the
leader of our Troop into Garibaldi). It'll be shining so strong
tomorrow you'll have to wear your goggles inside the tents
"
Rut the sun took pity on my eye-strain and stayed away for the
next three days.

"So, how's the skiing going to enter the picture?"
myself.

I next asked

It was on our tea break at the Airways Cabin after twenty hours
of sludging over frozen seas and a Ganges River in flood on our South
Pole Expedition. I was staring at my torn skins, one strap ruthlessly
ripped out from its socket by pure physical over-exertion (they were
second hand skins, be it said.)
It'll be okay," Ron Kot told me. "Someone is bound to have
servicing equipment at Sphinx and you can mend it there. You don't
need skins for crossing the lake anyway - you'll be skiing I"

"So here's where the social life starts I" I cried triumphantly
as, out of a blearing panorama of white,' white, white, Jim Byers, in
a black Texas cowboy hat, materialized on the tongue of the Sphinx
Glacier, and called over, "Watch out for the ice on the edge of the
lake; it's kinda thin t"
And then, the most wonderfully heart warming Words to any weary
traveller: "Let me take your pack for you
"
But Sue Burns - perhaps she was the one in the black Texas hat,
I can't remember - came down and dampened the welcome somewhat by
saying informatively, "It's another quarter of a mile to the camp...."
That trek of some two hundred yards was the longest of that day.
But, finally, our little band of heroes had reached the Himalayan peak,
and we could dump our packs at long last, and hunt for a berth for our
bags in one of the seven tents that pin-pointed man's only mark of
civilization in all that expansive wildnerness. Then, we all headed
straight for the kitchen - pardon me, after a little detour past the
flag on the hill.
Roland Burton greeted us at the top of the path leading dcwn to
the kitchen. "Welcome to Sphinx kitchen. Come for a personally guided
tour. Please note the cnly dish disposal wallpaper in all of the
western hemisphere, with the best choice of an interior decorating
color system: here's yesterday's tomato sou*^ and last night's jello,
and over here we have V.C.C.'s mainstay, kocl-aid, in a variety of
colors and flavors
"

Over a culinary superb dish of hot spaghetti, I counted my blessings
of the day: ten hours' hard work. Granted, I put more than that in a
day on campus, what with travelling to Brock to the Caf to Ponderosa,
but here, at Sphinx I was under no pressure for mental travail (Exams
were over long ago) and I could relax, with a wide choice of entertainmen
under a variety of headings at hand:
1.

a ring-side seat at Nature's theatre
"Man, look at that avalanche there-no, over there. Look, it
ripped out two trees - look at then come down 1 There '.5 another
one....look at it got"

2.

a chance at a competitive sport
"Grab a spade everyone I We're digging a snow tunnel from the
kitchen to the tents. We've already done twelve feet
" and

3.

"Party in the Logan tent tonight 1 Mela's having a party J
"I am?

In that?"

"You are.

In that I"

"I can't.

Not in that.

It only fits five people

It fitted seventeen.. Ann Cox and I counted them, head by head,
as they crawled through the plastic tunnel, and we doffed off their
hats for them, and pulled off their boots, and lined them around the
sides of the tent, with their stockinged feet making a camp-fire ring
around the bag of mountain mix in the centre Hon Kot had, in true
pioneer fashion, carted up his guitar and there was music and merriment
that night in the Logan t.ent on Sphinx Glacier while the rain dripped
monotonously down from the skies onto our skis.
0

c

Did I say rain?
I said rain.

•
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Down at the Black Tusk Recreational Area Parking lot the next
night, I wrung out my socks onto the running board of Dave Zuest's
Volkswagon, and counted my blessings: I had made it safely up to
Sphinx Camp, and I had made it safely back down again.
Dave Zuest poked his head over the mountain of packsacks on the
back seat of his car, and asked, "Well, was Garibaldi as you had
expected?" (He had only gone up the Summer Trail with Barry—for
a day of trail skiing)
I listed my expectations for Garibaldi:
1.

sun:
Well, we all know what happened to him 1

2.

ski:

Well, I skied across Garibaldi lake going to Sphinx, mended
my skins and tried them out on the ridge by the camp, skied back across
Garibaldi Lake, broke the skins on top of the Trail and walked all the
way down, carrying them....That was the extent of my skiing I
3.

and the social life
Well

"You know what, Dave?" I said, as I patted my hair dry with
my ski sweater, already sopping wet. "I'm going back next year to
Sphinx for a whole week. It has got to be the greatest trip in V.O.C. I"

SPHINX CAMP LOG EXCSRTS
April 26

Temp. 22°F

27

Cloud Cover - 0

SIC

Sphinx Glacier Camp 1967 established 1 Two (2) tents, five (5)
men, Dave King, Rich Macintosh, Roland Burton, Al Coombes, Peter Peeler
(P ). All rather sorry we didn't go the Neve route. This morning at
5:30 A.M. P.S.T. the weather was bad and the report was worse. It was
still raining when we got to Squamish so we scratched the Neve and
charged up the Barrier. The possible time to the cabin is seven (7)
hours. We came directly up the Barrier rather than mess around with the
summer trail. Besides someone had already broken the trail on this
route Unfortunately we caught up to them in less than one (1) hour and
ended up doing the trail breaking anyway. It was a record snow fall
this year, the local babbling brook wasn't babbling very much. The
cabin had no wood, was dark, musty, and uninviting. We pushed on across
the lake in an hour and a half, thinking all the way that those girls
had better have LIGHT packs i Naturally by the time we reached the
Barrier, the sun was shining and by the time we got out on the lake
the weather was just as it was supposed to be.
April 27

Temp. 32°F

Cloud Cover - 50$

It did snow a little for awhile. Very pleasant. Typical second
day slackness set in. \!a got away late and only got half (£-) way up
the corridor. Eight (8) inches of sticky powder slowed things down
considerably. Cursing our late start, we turned around. The run was
not very exciting, one felt like a snow plow. Had to keep your feet
together to minimize resistance and then just point straight down. A
beginning was begun on what will soon be the local cookery. One small
snow shovel and one ice axe made for slow work, but it was big enough
for us to get out of the wind. The temperature averaged between 30
& 40 F all day. Took stock of cur meager food supply and then we
gathered solemnly around the flag from Sphinx Camp '67 and prayed to
the local Gods that the helicopter would come one day soon. Apparently
the air drop which was to keep the advance party well fed and active
had been scratched because the pilot was in Montreal, A wise old Bush
Rat once said, "Don't sweat the small stuff", and besides there are a
couple of Blue Grouse hooting in the local hills. We are going to dress
Roland up like a female Blue Grouse and see if he can bring them out.
So far it is he who has been applying his considerable talent for cook
ing and dishing out the Freeze Dry stuff. Good stuff that Freeze Dry 1
Only all the cans look the same and what was supposed to be Beef Stew
turns out to be Diced Beef, ie. no potatoes, vegetables etc. I suppose
throwing a little mush in for bulk would be a good idea. Ha, Ha, maybe
two days from now.

April 28

Temp. 25°F

Cloud Cover - 70$

SIC

An interesting day it has been. Starting at 4:30 A.M. when Mother
Nature appointed me to go out and fix the tent which had collapsed in
the high wind that was pushing us around. Flap t Flap I "To stand or
not to stand that is the question I" Well, there I was outside. Hationing
went into effect today. Weather is a]l mixed up, generally windy and
snowing, some sunny periods. We are getting tired of waiting for the
chopper. Al and Dave climbed the garbage heap. Al did the first ascent
in Sphinx Camp Booties. Rick and Peter practiced skiing the afternoon
glop on the local ski hill. Roland went exploring and Dave wandered up
Guard by himself. Meanwhile the chopper finally arrives and rationing
is cancelled due to the excess amount of food available. The only things
missing are three (3) coleman stoves and the white gas. Oh well, we'll
just cook for 45 people on 10,000 little primi, no sweat i The portable
Relief Station comes in and it is really something. You start to laugh
the instant it comes into view over the hill. I think we will have to
fix things up a bit before this place gets crowded. Typical Sphinx Camp
night tonight, standing around in a circle, hopping from foot to foot,
laughing our heads off. Madness, pure madness 1

ASCENT OF CASTLE TOWERS
April 30

After gulping down a great breakfast (thanks to Roland) everyone
donned skis and skreen and set off for the great ascent of Castle Towers.
Just as we were leaving, Les and Rick staggered into camp and after
heaving a few sighs and giving a feable yodel, promptly collapsed under
their (would you believe 1) 65 lbs. packs. What Good Guys 1
Meanwhile "Thor" was charging off into the sun, breaking trail for
the rest of us., about 2/3 of the way up, the snow started to turn a
bit sloppy. Time for a Kool-aid break. By this time Gung Ho types
Bob, Rick, Dave and Thor were far ahead. However with ?" as chief pace
setter, the rest of us made steady progress, (groan, wheeze 1) toward
the summit. Roland and Monica found that waxing the skins stepped the
porridge from sticking to them.
Upon reaching the first group we were sorrowfully informed by superclimber Bob Woodsworth that the final leg of the journey involved kicking
steps up an unstable snow face and through a little niche with a super
hairy 50 ft. drop on the other side. Oh well, can't win them all, Bob.
However, Pete Peeler, spurred on by the thought of getting in shape
for Logan, followed 3ob's footsteps and disappeared through the col.
Half an hour later we heard a terrific yell and there was Pete, white
hat waving in the breeze, atop Castle Towers. Eight other keeners
promptly followed.
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Following summit shots, a psychedelic glissade cum bum schuss, and
back through the col to our skis. It was generally agreed that Bob W.
should be forgiven for his error in judgment - Altitude does strange
things to people I
The run down was groovy I Super skier, Thor, promptly carved a few
casual S's through the deep porridge and disappeared from sight. Drool I
The rest of us barrelled down in various degrees of lack of style.
Following a fabulous day came a scrumpious turkey feast (4 stars for
Roland). Thus ended another day in Sphinx Camp.

May 7
The grey wall lifted three (3) feet to reveal six (6) tents and
their sodden occupants. The ambition was to climb Castle Towers but
by 8:30 three :3.C.M.C. members arrived to find the glorious cook crew
still in bed. Several showers later the experienced cook crew were
still eating breakfast in bed, while the inexperienced mountaineers
were out getting soaked. Later on that morning, an ambitious project
was undertaken to tunnel out a new entrance to the kitchen, thus
utilizing a] 1 local ingenuity. As the lousy day continued (rain) so
did the all dar at-A-Thon. The tunnel project resulted in the opening
on the new "BLUE GROTTO ROOM" in the Sphinx HILTON. The steak dinner
by chef Rick Hobson was superb. The candlelight, roses (T.r.) and
wine (grape Kood-Aid, 1967 vintage) and dinner music by Ron Kot all
served to make the grand opening a memorable occasion.
v

INTO SPHINX CAMP, 1967
Rich Price
Les Watson
Harry Bruce

Twas on that fateful Saturday
The valiant three set out
Les, Rick and Harry started
But Harry, sick, dropped out.
The
All
But
The

chopper should have taken
the tents and stoves and gas
Harry didn't load them
stupid (blank, blank) ass.

So Les and Rick were left to haul
Near eight score pounds of stuff
Though up that bloody barrier
One score would have been enough.

On and on and up they trudged
Beneath a threatening sky
Remembering that VOC'ers
Never do say, "Die" 1
On and on and on they went
For oach step they slipped twice
"Cone on, cane on, come on" said les
"Go to Hell" said Price.
You see, it was Rick's first attempt
At packing in on skis,
And by the time they reached the top
Poor Rick was on his knees.
Around the lakes, up one hill
They had not far to go
les pushed bravely onward
Though Rick was pretty slow.
At last they reached the highest point
Twas all downhill from here
Down skied Les, down stumbled Rick
The-cabin must be nearl
31essed be the lovely Board
Of Parks and Recreation
For they have built beside the lake
A heavenly creation.
So late'that night, with weary bones
Out Les and Rick did flake
And dreamed about the morn's three miles
Across the frozen lake.

Sphinx Camp—Rick Price

Photo by Monica Morris

Sphinx Camp '67—Conquerors atop Castle Towers

Photo by Monica Morris

Sphinx Camp '67

Photo by Monica Morris

Sky Pilot—February, 1967

Photo by Monica Morris

SUMMER AND FALL ACTIVITIES, 1967

SUMMER ACTIVITIES

SUMMER SHENANIGANS
Summer, 1967

Nancy Deaa

The spirit of V.O.C. never stops I And the summer was no exception.
For the "poor souls" left in town, with lots of spare time, no university
pressures, a little money to spend, people to do things with, and best
of all, incredible weather, the summer was the greatest.
The "climbing" schedule of club activities might cause the climbers
to chuckle, but in the summer, activities have to be restricted to the
experience of available leaders. With "our heroes" in the bush, the
remaining stronghold, mainly of female members, was limited to hikes
and easier climbs, but outdoor activities seemed limitless. From
Mt. Whistler to >it. Olympus, from swimming in the Veddar Canal to
biking around Saltspring Island, from rock schools to sewage plants,
VOC'ers kept the sunmer in full swing.
Exams were over, and the crowds finally left town—"summer" was
here 1 Remember how long the snow was around before climbing season
could realty begin? Or the general meeting that began with Duncan
Etches and twenty-five girls? But the trip up Blanchard was "Out
standing"; that ended up Mt. What's-its-name? But no problem. The
Squamish River was also too high for much travel on it, especially
canoeing.
Then there was June and suddenly July. Then, too, the weather
was always good. Whistler was still skiable. Rock schools, ice axe
schools, a compass course, boating, biking, swimming, folk dancing
and tennis all swished the weekdays by. Then it was about August 18th
that the forest closed. No more weekend trips, no rock schools at Toint
Atkinson—the good weather got the better of us. The pace slowed, but
not the spirit. Now it was patio parties, swimming, water skiing, and
then
no
the kids were returning to town. Work hikes
again, Old Members' Party, colder weather.
But then, the spirit of V.O.C. never stops.....

CANOEING
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John Flook
It was a glorious Thursday Evening irt May when eight keeners found
themselves in Stanley Park with two canoes down by the water near R.V.Y.C.
With four in each canoe they set out to explore intriguing Coal Harbour.
Up-and-down, in-and-out of the various docks and floats, behind the
Lady Alex, around Harbour Navigation, through the yac'it clubs—nothing
could stop them now. One brave group decided to relive history and
attempted to trace the old route from Coal Harbour to Second Beach
via the old stream that used to be. They portaged up the wharf to
Georgia Street, under the overpass and onto Lost Lagoon. It might be
mentioned that during the portage all four, out of embarrassment, hid
under the canoe. Next they paddled out onto the Lagoon which seemed
to be much warmer than the Harbour. Again they had to portage, around
the far end of the lagoon and into the small, shallow, narrow, rocky
stream. They were on the last leg of their journey and by now were
feeling rather adventuresome. Just then, out of the dark night came
the local harbour police—but, they didn't pounce on the guilty little
canoe—they just followed it back part of the way—of course they
didn't know what had just happened but do you think we knew that.'
Ever seen a canoe shake? Back at shore at last, very dark and no sign
of the other canoe. They soon appeared, in the cars, soaking wet.
Harry Bruce tried to explain how it only happened in two feet of water.
So ended another perfectly "calm evening" on Coal Harbour.
Here's thanks to the "cockle shell" heroes; Kathy Bickerton, Harry
Milburn, Linda McMeekin, John Flook, Harry Bruce, John Enemark, Marilyn
WOW i and Len Beatty.

LUCKY FOUR
Summer, 1967

NOTE:

Nancy Deas

This is a personal account of a trip to the Lucky Four in
July, 1967, and not necessarily the opinion of all the members
of the party who are now unavailable for comment (and criticism 1 ) .

It was Duncan Etches (now in Ethiopia) and Peter Macek (now some
where in Europe) just back from recent conquests of Mt. Olympus and
Mt. Slesse, who were enthusiastic about a three-day trip to the Lucky
Four area. Naturally, I was delighted that they let me go with then
and, no doubt, they were delighted I went.
The Lucky Four group is included in a ridge of mountains located
south east of Chilliwack running from Mt. Cheam in the north west to
about Chilliwack Valley and Lake in the south east. The B.C.M.C.
"Batzer Hut" is located toward the south end and is readily accessible
by roads and a good trail. A description of this route is in the
Mountain Access Guide.

We reached the hut onraid-Saturdayand passed the rest of the
delightful day at the shelter or looking for routes up Mt. Welsh about
7900 feet, Mt. Foley about 7400 feet, wading at the edge of Williamson
Lake, taking pictures, suntanning, sleeping
The view
was fantastic; all the mountains* were distinct - Slesse, Baker and even
Glacier. The flowers were at their height and the sun was warm. That
night we slept outside in the flowers under a full moon, while two
B.C.M.C.'ers fought for the shelter against some kind of animal.

We were up early, and began ascending the west ridge to approach
Welsh from the west. Peter and Duncan were eager to look over The
Still about 7500 feet and we traversed around Welsh to have a look
at a possible route. With more time, it was a possibility, but the
rock looked even more rotten than Welsh, and there would be a con
siderable drop down from Welsh before The Still could be attempted.
So we cut back to the main ridge to the peak of Welsh and continued
a long traverse around and over subpeaks to reach the top. It varied
between scrambles and low class three. Again, the view was incrediblevisibility for 360 degrees.

But it was now about 5:00 p.m. and definitely time to consider
the route down. 'We continued along the same ridge, approaching the
Welsh-Foley col, which is the more conventional route up, and cut down
toward the snowfield. The reck );t:.-e was more difficult and the descent
was quite slow. Once on the snowfield, it was great. A pleasant down
hill glissade to the lake, the shelter, and dinner 1

As is typical in an ideal setting, motivation didn't catch up with
enthusiasm on the third day, until well after breakfast, and then Duncan
and Peter left to climb Foley. They went up to the ridge east of the
cabin and followed this to the base of the peak. It was a relatively
easy climb, although the rock was typically very rotten. They returned
in time for a quick supper, before we had to leave. With a regretful
last look to Mt. Welsh, Mt. Foley, the still frozen lake, the multi
coloured sweep of flowers, we began the return to real life: crowded
Volkswagons, A. & W. root beer, freeways, late nights and sleep. But
the thrill of the mountains and the delights of friendship go on forever.
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MOUNT SLESSE

June 24, 1967
MEMBERS:

Dave King

DUNCAN ETCHES, (L)
BRIAN ELL 13
ROLAND BURTON
PETER MACEK
RIC BOND
BERNIE KLIPPENSTEIN
ANDRES LOO
DAVE KING

What started out to be a trip into the Sky Pilot area turned into
a very successful assault on the much more formidable 8,000 foot Mount
Slesse. About 3:00 p.m. Friday, we learned that the Britannia region
was closed bacause of a severe fire hazard, so, by 4:00 p.m. new plans
were formulated. About 6:00 a.m. Saturday morning, after an aborted
attempt at a night's sleep, we left Vancouver. The three cars met at
the Slesse Creek bridge before proceeding on up the creek. Minutes
later, a thundering logging truck chased the two V.W. 's into a waterfilled ditch. After all hands helped carry them back onto the road,
we nervously went on now wide awake and with car horns blaring. High
above to the left, fleeting glances of our goal, Mt. Slesse, could be
seen while the Border Peaks and Pleiades towered ahead.
Without trouble, we found the Mountain Access Trail and set off
up it at 8:45 a.m. Under the steady pace of Duncan and Dave, the high
Camp at 6,000 feet was reached in two hours and, one hour later, we
were at the base of Slesse's infamous but glorious summit pillar. After
a leisurely lunch in the sun, all except Roland who had decided enough
was enough, roped up for the final 1,000 feet. We decided to take the
easiest described route up—Route #2. Peter and Ric were going to try
a new route but Peter peeled off a slab and fell twenty feet on their
first lead. They then thought it best to follow the rest of us. There
after, no problems were experienced. Five leads took us up a greasy
gulley to a ledge on the west face which we followed around to the south
into a deep snow-filled gulley. An easy scramble up the snow brought
us to the notch between a prominent needle on the south west face and
the final pitch. Four more leads put us on the summit. This last
1,000 feet took two and one-half hours for a total cliitbing time of
only five and one-half hours from the cars.
The roek was excellent all the way, with innumerable foot and hand
holds. Most of the route is upper class 3 but the exposure made it
advisable to stay roped up. I'm sure it would be difficult to put
someone back together again after they have dropped 1,000 feet from
anywhere I Also, it was impossible to prevent dislodging loose rock
and it was pure luck no one was "brained" by unguided missiles hurtling
down from above to the echoes of Rock I Rroock I Rrrooock I
The summit, which is nothing more than a jagged knife edge two or
three hundred feet long, gave a fantastic view of craggy peaks for miles
and miles in all directions. For Bernie, it was especially overwhelming
since he had just arrived from Segina and had never before climbed a hill

over 200 feet high. To be sure we had made the highest point, every
spire and needle along the crest having been climbed—and not without
difficulty. An examination of the book in the cairn gave evidence of
only two or three parties per year since 1962, and we discovered we
were, by far, the earliest group in the summer.

^

After a final look down the 2,000 foot east wall and out towards
Mount Baker, we left this lonely peak. An extremely happy crew it was,
slowly winding its way back down the cliffs, down the snow fields, and
down through the timber to the cars (four and one-half hours) in the
dying rays of the sun. The peace and solitude of descent was broken
only once: all hearts nearly stopped when Duncan missed a glissade
and went tumbling down a snow chute before exercising a good ice axe
arrest. The thirsty crew made a final stop for Rootbeer before heading
on hems. A word of advice to future climbers of Mt. Slesse: there is
no water on that mountain, not a drop; so be sure to take full canteens
unless it is doing you-know-what.

MT. OLYMPUS (7954 Feet)
July 1 - 3

Margaret Dempsey

What can we do for relaxation on this long holiday weekend? Faced
with this question, eleven of us decided to attempt a V.O.C. first
ascent of Mt. Olympus on the Olympic Peninsula.
The plans were to hike in the eighteen miles to Glacier Meadows
the first day, climb Olympus the second day, and hike out on the third.
So much for the plans. Because of poor ferry service (Bennett's Navy
should take over), two of our cars did not reach the Hoh Ranger station
until late Saturday afternoon. We hiked twelve and one-half miles
before dark, rose at 4:30 a.m. the next morning and climbed the peak
in brilliant sunshine. The ascent was uneventful, easy snow climbing
with a bit of a rock scramble onto the main peak.
A burned and blistered group limped out to the cars on Monday,
tired by the strenuous trip (over forty miles in three days) and looking
forward to a nice comfortable bed at home. However, those unfortunate
enough to be in Brian Ellis' car spent the night sleeping beside Inter
state Highway §S near Bellingham, after having engine trouble.
The Mt. Olympus area has many miles of good trails running through
lush meadows and magnificent stands of trees. It is ideal for an
extended hiking holiday when a more leisurely pace can be set. Members
making the peak: Kim Deane, Marg Dempsey, 3rian Ellis, Duncan Etches,
Thorsten Juergens, Roy King, Peter Macek, Mike Martindale, Karl Ricker,
Arnie Shives. Staying at Elk Lake: Dorothy Shives and Betty Juergens.
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BLANCHARD CUM THURSTON
June 3, 1967

Marg Gordon

On June 3, 1967, an amorphous group, organized by Len Beatty,
met at Alouette Lake campsite for a day trip up Blanchard. As we
heard, en route, "It's a two day climb, but we're going to do it in
one."

The results remained unknown, since a short walk along an old
road lead to a river - "bridgeless and at spring height". After
searching in vain for a crossing and being treated to demonstration
of attempted fording by "Sleepy" Duncan Etches, we beat a car-bent
retreat. A good morning's work.

Over lunch, Roland and Duncan consulted the handy-dandy mountain
access guide and came up with an afternoon climb of Mt. Thurston near
Sardis. Two friends happened along and swelled the group's number to
twelve.

So followed an auto-hike to the sunny side of the Fraser. Re
freshed by a cultural session otherwise known as a recorder recital
heard while sitting on a Sardis sidewalk, we drove into the calm and
beautiful countryside.

All good hikes begin at 3:30 p.m. 1 This one took us up a cat
trail and into some fairly easy bushwhacking. Finally we found the
trail we'd hoped to take up and followed it the rest of the way to
the ridge (with a few minor exceptions). Following the trail down
was quick 'n' easy. From there, we saw that the "open field" we
should have crossed was a well overgrown farm.

And so home about 10:00 p.m. If you want a trip that takes less
than a day and is easier than many, we'd recommend this one. Repeat:
the scenery is great. But get the directions from a "reliable source".

THE SALT SPRING ISLAND TRIP
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Linda Kemp

July 29th & 30th

It started out on Saturday morning with Dave Belyea, Gideon Singer,
Len Winter, and myself leaving on the nine thirty ferry. We arrived
at Saltspring and were to stay on Joan Fisher's property which was a
twenty minute cycle from the ferry (Ha I Ha 1 ) . All ready to start our
hike, Dave suddenly realized that he had a flat tire and so the rest
of us started on our way, sleeping bags and gear merrily swinging out
behind. About three and one-half hours later, we reached our campsite
and went swiiuning until it was time to pick up the rest of the party
which was arriving that night. Dave, Len, and I went to meet the
ferry while Gideon kept the home fires burning. The ferry (about an
hour late) brought Georgine Bernard, her friend, Apollo, and Marg
Quarry. It was pitch black and it was exceedingly humorous trying to
find our way back through the trees, rocks, and winding jungle paths
with two lights. However, we did reach Gideon around midnight. A
good night's sleep under the stars had us up the next morning raring
to go while Dave cooked us bacon on his portable Westinghouse which
he brought with him (I might also add that Dave cooked steak, mushrooms,
and green peppers for Saturday's dinner while the rest of us had sand
wiches I) We all left for Ganges and Len, Dave and Marg decided to go
back home a different route by way of Fulford Harbour to Swartz Bay
and back to Tsawassen. The rest of us headed for the Long Harbour
terminal. It was a lot of fun, but next time I'm taking a three
speed bike 1

BLACK MOUNTAIN - CYPRESS BOWL
Summer, 1967

Nancy Deas

Spontaneity seems to be a memorable ingredient for day trips and
our trip to the Black Mountain - Cypress Howl area just "happened", A
Friday off work, a "mixed" pyjama party the night before, a multi-car
hitch-hike to Horseshoe Bay and we were off—Duncan Etches, Irene
Wingate and Nancy Deas.
The day was one that radiates excitement and enthusiasm - one that
just feels great, sunshine, good visibility, comfortable - a real June
special 1 The trail is quite well defined and well described in the
Mountain Access Guide. We hiked for about two hours (agreeing regretfully
how important conditioning is 11) and chose to have lunch at Eagle look
out, the rocky bluff above Horseshoe Bay. There was still snow on the
ground, yet the sun was warm, and the view fantastic. Even now, the
thrill returns. The lunch was a delicious leisurely break, but soon
we wanted to go on. The trail to Black Mountain was difficult to follow
with the snow, but we continued in the general eastward direction. Then
we were on the "peak" of Black. More view, more food, but now First
Lake of the Hollyburn area was visible, and was certainly more appealing
than walking back down the same trail we came up.

To get to Hollyburn Ridge, we knew, meant going down into Mt. Cypress
Bowl and crossing several Babbling Brooks. With the melt and run-off
taking place as fast as it was, the possibility was questionable. Duncan,
the optomist and enthusiast, was all for it. So follow the leader and
away we went SI
Downhill to the Cypress Creek Bowk, across the creek (no sweat l )
across the valley ("What,, Still no trail markers?"), more creeks ("Just
hang on to the branch and swing"), and the inevitable uphill. Finally
Hollyburn Ridge itself (WARNING: Do not trespass in Watershed Area)
and First lake. The ranger entertained us with tea and some incredible
stories and then off we went to the Upper Levels Highway and back in
town early enough to do some Friday night shopping. Nothing finishes
a day like the contrast of walking with boots, dirt, and packs downtown
in the rush, and waiting for a bus.
But we knew we weren't crazy. We had looked down on the city, the
rush, the jams of people, and had the weather in a special way.

THiS

August, 1967

MEMBERS:

LUCKY FOUR JIANGS
Brian Ellis

BRIAN ELLIS (L)
ROLAND BURTON
MARG-AiiET DEMPSEY
IRENE WINGATE
CATHY FINLEY

While Lake Lovelywater can be considered the stamping ground of
the local A.C.C. section, the 3.C.M.C. has been concentrating on the
Lucky Four range - a chain of peaks in the northern Cascades stretching
east from Mt. Cheam. The traditional approach is from Wahleach Lake
to the north (site of the Lucky Four mine) but the usual approach
today, thanks to B.C.M.C.'s recent trail building efforts, is from
Foley Lake to the south. Finding the beginning of this trail, however,
can occupy quite some time. We finally got straightened away after an
illegal visit to the local prison farm and several blind alleys.
As we hiked past the end of uninspiring Foley Lake, it was obvious
that the work was just beginning. After traversing some spectacular
alpine meadows we reached the Batzer Hut at Williamson Lake and pro
ceeded to cook supper in the waning sunlight as cloud filled the
valley below us. Since the hut was occupied by a 3.C.M.C. party we
sacked out in the heather. Saturday's promise of good weather (?)
was fulfilled Sunday morning as we peered through solid cloud and
continual drizzle.

leaving the dubious comforts of Rol's avant-garde plastic shelter,
we made good time up to the Welch-Foley col. A quick look (you couldn't
see anything) showed that Foley was out and we headed for Welch about
an hour behind Bert Port's B.C.M.C. group. With real foresight Rol
and Cathy voted to hold the fort part way up and the rest pushed on
to the peak. The view being notable for its absence we ate lunch and
enviously read in the cairn record of the great weather enjoyed by the
V.O.C. party the previous week.
The trip down will be long remembered as slippery rock, zero
visibility and regular wanderings from the route which all added to the
fun. Finally reaching the camp at dusk we grabbed a bite to eat and
hit the trail in an honest rain. Five hours later we reached the cars
with dead or dying flashlights, squished into the seats and headed for
home which was reached at 4:00 a.m.
The climbing in the lucky Four range is usually not too difficult
although the rock is largely rotten. The view is magnificent in all
directions. While the hike may be a bit strenuous the campsite alone
is worth the effort.

THE BARRIER
August, 1967

Len Winter

MEMBERS: RANDY HAY (HERO)
MIKE K0VACSIC3
ANNE SMART
JACK SMART (K-9)
LENNY WINTER

This was a spontaneous exericse, partaken in while on a holiday.
We left after having dinner at Randy's residence and motored over to
West Vancouver to pick up Annie and Jack. After stowing gear and
resuming crew positions, we proceeded at wonderful speed up the big,
big valley. Day One we spent in bed and Night One we spent goofing
off and engrossed in serious discussion on the state of mankind. Day
Two was spent swirming in Alta Lake. My Goodness that was cold,
expecially when attired in the "HELLO" 1 Day Three work hikers arrived
at the Whistler cabin, we left iftiistler cabin. What, me work? So
down to the Rover cabin at Black Tusk. Day Four spent in bed until
noon, afternoon spent scampering up moraine and an interesting rock
scramble up the Barrier. The sweat was worth it to see the faces of
the people on top when we scamper up and over. Jack included, went
swimming Barrier Lake. HELLO J This one is colder than Alta. Admired
flowers and trees for several minutes and then ran down switchback.
Round trip three and one-half hours. Lovely - Just Lovely. Motored
home in late afternoon, stopped at Annie's for Roast Beef and Yorkshire
pudding dinner. This was considerably better than Saturday night
supper at Smiling Jack's. We rest in style when we go climbing.

MAGIC MOUNTAIN
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August, 1967

Margaret Dempsey

MEMBERS: MARILYN BAKER
MARG DEMPSEY
KAREN DELLOW
PETER MACEK
GIDEON SINGER
BRIAN WALLACE

After seeing a spectacular photograph of Magic Mountain in a
National'^Geographic Magazine, Peter Macek decided that he had to climb
it. Consequently, a V.O.C. trip to the Cascades was scheduled this
sunnier. One Saturday morning, six of us left Vancouver for Washington's
Cascade Pass, twenty-five miles beyond Marblemount. Following an easy
three hour drive we reached the parking lot at the base of the trail.
A pleasant two mile hike on a series of gradual switchbacks put us up
into the meadows of the 5400 foot pass. From here there were many
choices—meadow wandering, hiking to some of the beautiful alpine lakes,
or climbing. Being a climbing group, we decided to camp at Cache Col,
two miles south east of the pass at the head of a small glacier.
Arriving at the col in the fairly early afternoon, Peter and Marg
decided to attempt Magic, the others preferring to spend a slack after
noon near camp. About half a mile from camp we reached the base of the
mountain. A short class three climb up steep rock and an easy chimney
led to the summit of the 7600 foot peak. The sun was getting low on
the horizon as we made our way off the mountain and back to camp.
The next morning Brian, Peter and Marg scrambled up nearby Hurry
Up Peak before making the return journey to the cars.
All of us were impressed by this beautiful area which is easily
accessible to everyone and which offers a wide variety of activities,
from blueberry picking to high-level climbing.

SINGING PASS SUMMER HIKE - 1967
Marg >Aiarry

Roland Burton led a fantastic weekend trip into the alpine meadows
of Singing Pass this summer. The "happy wanderers" - Dave Belyea,
Len Beatty, Arnie Shives, Cathy Finlay, Marg Quarry and friend,
Jennifer Soane met at Whistler Gondola Lift early Saturday morning
and rode the chair to the top. Riding the chair was quite legitimate
since the hike was advertised as extremely slack 1
We hiked over Flute and Oboe Mountains and eventually set up
camp in the pass. While enjoying our lunch on the summit of Flute,
a small tornado whistled up the gully carrying with it twigs, a hiker,
and other debris.

Oar camp was sited on what seemed to be a beautiful well-kept
golf course and we jokingly christened it "Hold 18".
The high-ballers in the crew polished off a mountain climb before
dinner, while the slackers stayed behind and kept the home fires burning
well into the night as a marker for the returning mountaineers. Our
keen mountain climbers sighted seven mountain goats while Roland
spotted three marmots during his valley explorations. Roland also
discovered the remains of Bob Fitzs union's cabin in Singing Pass Valley
and made the last complete traverse. Dave attempted a traverse but
was on the third quarter when, alas, a log gave way.
Sunday morning was spent climbing and exploring the valley and
by noon we were homeward bound, decked with alpine flowers, sticking
from our packs, hats and buttonholes. We bathed our swollen feet in
a lovely glacial lake and finally reached the lift which took us to
our cars.
I think Vancouverites are very fortunate to have such great out
doors at their backdoor so let's make use of it and enjoy Whistler's
natural recreational park 1

AUTUMN ACTIVITIES

MT. SHUKSAN (9,127 feet)
September 16 - 17, 1967

Irene Wingate

In the latter part of a hot Saturday afternoon our group of five
hiked into Lake Ann. The weather was fantastic—even a little too
warm i
Seeing "n" number of parties already established near the lake
we proceeded a short way further and camped near a lively creek. Here
our fivesome: Sue and Bert Port, Brian Ellis, Marg Dempsey and Irene
Wingate achieved the distinction of being "the Canadian party with
someone (Bert) who's been up before". An early start was clearly
indicated if we wished to avoid the mob scene next morning.
That night was like a stage setting panned by the critics for
being unrealistic—the brilliance of the harvest moon on the glacier
emphasized the ice-falls and crevasses more than daylight could, while
the sound of an occasional avalanche seemed too dramatic. Needless to
say, sleep was scarce and breakfast time came early. However, by
5:00 a.m. we were off for the race to the Hourglass.

In semi-light we climbed up a rock gully mistaking it for Fischers
Chimney, but the route was okay anyway. Reaching Winnies' slide we
donned crampons and soon passed a party of three who were cutting steps
in the ice. In the rock notch at the top of the slide we met a couple
of fellows who had spent the night there—apparently in hopes of
getting an early start up the North Face. Roping up here, we trundled
across Upper Curtis Glacier to the Hourglass. No one was ahead J That
was good since the Hourglass is a rotten rock chimney in which (accor
ding to the climbing guide) six is a crowd. At the top of the chimney
our group split up for the final five hundred feet of the summit
pyramid: Brian, Marg, and Irene travelling up the. sui.mit ridge, Bert
and Sue going via the snow.
The view from the top was tremendous 1 The Picket Range, Glacier,
Baker etc. were great, but unfortunately the haze from slash fires
obscured many of the peaks, particularly those in Canada.
After one and one-half hours of summit leisure we started back
the usual route onto the snow and down through crevassed Hell's Highway
to reach Curtis Glacier again. At the bottom of Winnie's Slide we
descended through Fischers Chimney and reached camp just as darkness
set in. After a brief tea break we shouldered our packs and were on
our way. We rolled into Vancouver around 2:00 a.m. feeling slightly
less than keen about those first 8:30 lectures.
CO-PILOT
September, 1957

3 r i a n

2 1 1 1 3

MEMBERS: NANCY CGRFMAN
MARG DEMPSEY
BRIAN ELLIS
KARL KICKER
IAN WOHLEY
Back of Anaconda's little operation in Britannia Ueach and com
pletely hidden from the Squamish Highway stands a cluster of peaks the old Sawtooth Range and now the Sky Pilot group - that offers good
hiking and climbing (class 2 to class 5 ) , magnificent views (when
Woodflbre co-operates) and very easy access. Anaconda allows parties
with permits* to drive up to Mt. Sheer townsite on Sundays.
Cur party picked up a key for the gate at the highball(?) hour
of 7:30 a.m. and proceeded to thresh our way through a mob of North
Shore Hikers bound for Ben Lomond. As we started up Marmot Creek,
(see article V.O.C. Journal, 1965) the sun was peering over the hori
zon in a cloudless sky and beginning to strike Goat Ridge on our left.
After missing the trail in the slash we faked it for a short time
across a gully and boulder slope, hitting the trail up near the creek
in the heavy timber. From there it was fast travelling up the trail
despite slide debris and then along the smooth valley bottom where
there was an impressive display of flowers although it was autumn.
Apparently flower blooming is delayed by the heavy snow cover from
slides peeling off the sheer walls on either side of the valley during
the vinter.

'We stormed (i.e. rambled) up to the head of the cirque (which is
also the south ride of Sky Pilot) and then doubled back across the
steep scree to our left, heading for the eastern gully. The latter
proved to be a regular garbage chute but the rock on the east side
was sound and easy climbing. From the top of the ridge, which connects
Sky Pilot and Co-Pilot with several prominent bumps inbetween, it was
a quick run across the snow field on the north side to the base of
Co-Pilot. After suitable fueling and fooling, we roped and climbed
up the easy class 3 gully, which seemed surprisingly short. Ian's
ankle was bothering him after he lost an argument with skis this
winter so he stayed below and monitored the endless chatter tumbling
down the rock (and dodging the boulders as we rearranged the summit.)

The view obviously demanded endless "Hold it's" with assorted
"Move left" and "Move right's" thrown in. Sky Pilot stood above us
to the east, Habrich looked "interesting" across Shannon Creek valley
and Garibaldi and Mamquam dominated the skyline with their magnificent
snowfields. With the sun now alternating with threatening clouds, we
decided to see what the alternate approach looked like. After returning
to the head of the cirque, we dropped into the scree bowl below Ledge
and Sky Pilot and then dropped south and east to Lake Utopia. To be
more accurate, we scrambled, slid, slalomed and swung from bush to
bush - if you were familar with the area you might claim that there is
a trail but it's a faker's special. From Utopia lake it is literally
a boardwalk back to the road and thence to Marmot Creek. A quick
drive to Marg's place in the setting sun gave us the all-important
tea for the customary ending to a very pleasant day.

Club members frequently want one day trips that are a little more
challenging than Seymour and more varied than the Lions. If they are
willing to make the prior arrangements, the Sky Pilot area, approached
via Marmot Creek trail, can provide a first-class day in the mountains.

•^obtained by calling Anaconda, Britannia Beach a day or so in advance.
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MT. SHUKSAN
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September 23rd & 24th

Richard Scott

The annual Shuksan Special was a little different from usual this
year. It went to Mt. Baker instead. A hunter and his ten year old son
had been missing from their camp at the 6,000 foot level on Baker for
about ten days. During this time it had snowed, rained and fogged in;
the situation was not encouraging. Search and Rescue groups came from
Seattle, Tacoma, watcom County and Bellingham. By Friday (22nd) the
Vancouver Mountain Rescue Group had been contacted and a number of us,
planning on Shuksan had been asked to help. At noon Saturday, Roy,
Rick, Harry, and I had reported in to the Ranger station at the Glacier
and were sent out with a group of fourteen Explorer Scouts from Seattle
to search up a creek flowing out of Smith Basin into Glacier Creek.
After a cold wet crossing of Glacier Creek we spread out in a line and
combed the thick bush and steep sidehills of the creek, going up one
side, then crossing over and coming down the other side. We found
nothing. After returning to the Ranger station, where we met Dave
Higgias, an ex-president of V.O.C, we were sent down to the restaurant
in Glacier and treated to a fine meal, courtesy of Washington State.
Later we drove up a nearby state campsite where we met up with Joan,
Nora, Mike and Roland who had been searching the bush by another creek.
Mike came back to Glacier with us and we all slept the night on the
lawn behind the station with the rest of the Mountain Rescue Group.
The next morning at 6:00 we met some more VOC'ers, Ann, Randy, Jack,
Mike and a sound asleep but still eating Len Winter. The second day's
assignment for the Vancouver Mountain Rescue was to go up to High Camp
in the meadows at 6,600 feet. From here we started our sweep down into
the forest, with the intention of arriving at the cliffs we had started
up from the previous day. We were about one-quarter mile into the forest
when we were recalled and proceeded back to camp. The man and his son
had been found, dead of exposure near the base of the same cliffs by a
team from below. After rejoining with those of our group who had not
gone searching, we found our way heme.
V.O.C. has since been sent letters of gratitude from the brother of
the missing man and Whatcom County Search and Rescue.
Present were: Rick Price (L), Harry Bruce, Roy King, Mike Warr,
Joan Turner, Nora MacGillveray, Roland Burton, and Richard Scott.
Met later: Dave Higgins, Randy Hay, Ann Smart, Jack Smart, Mike
Kovacsics and len Winter.

"LONG HIKE -

A REPORT BY TUB RAW i S C R U I T S "
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October 7, 8, 9, 1967
Nancy Johnson
Above the muffled roar of the small stream (V.O.C. word meaning
"raging torrent") came the shattering cry "Last call for breakfast—
Everybody up I I I " . In the corner of the cabin, a body shuffled and
groaned; then silence reigned. I wondered whether I was in a dream—
had we really scuttled past the Oayshore Inn in the pouring rain with
our packsacks on our backs to board the incomparable (no other vessel
would submit to the comparison l) "Hollyburn"?—had we, while watching
the weeping fog creep past the windows wondered just where we were
going, onlv to find out that no one really knew?—had we really scrambled,
and jokingly clawed, for one last hamburger with one miniscule drop of
ketchup on it?—and, more important, had we actually danced the Salty
Dog Rag and sung innumerable folksongs until I thought we would burst
with excitement, fun and exhaustion.—The breakfast bell clanged. The
sound was too clear, too jarring, too earthly to be a dream.—I realized
it was unbelievably true.
Out of the dark belted an eager V.O.C. new member. "Come on, girls I
It's long hike day I Look cheery 11" There ensued a rushed, mushed break
fast, a contemplation of the weather—it was sunny, a good sign—and we
were off up the side of Mount 'Vrottcsley. .\s ve. slO££<:<?. t!cough t h e mud
and the occasional stream bed, I remembered what was said the night
before, of how V.O.C. was not specifically a hiking club or a climbing
club or a skiing club, but rather was a club for people who simply liked
being outdoors, who enjoyed all of nature, who found the sun and the rain
envigorating, and most important, who relished each other's company. By
the time we reached the tea station, and were greeted by
"Hello hikers, with your frustrations,
Here you are at the tea station,
WE are very entertaining
So drink your tea and stop your bloody
darn complaining I"
we were a little in doubt of the truth of these words. We had learned
that we had to prove ourselves capable of joining V.O.C, and this proof
was not simple.
When the qualifications point was finally reached, after what seemed
miles of "vertical" slopes and cries of "ROCK I I I " , we collapsed in a heap
of satisfaction. The view of Howe Sound far below made us realize what
we had done—we had climbed a mountain (we did?????? I) and now, after it
was all over we found we had actually enjoyed it. The running, Skipping,
sliding (OOPS 1-and tumbling I) descent only emphasized the fact that what
we had gone up and now we had come down.
In the evening, after a chicken dinner that surpassed all traditions
for long-hike meals, the music and dancing began once more. As the gaiety
heightened (and the floor sank 1 1 ) , the friendliness of the group echoed
across Howe Sound. It could still be heard next afternoon as we chugged
triumphantly beneath Lions Gate Bridge. The weekend had been a total
success—no rain had dampened our enthusiasm—and the experiences, both
comical and tragic, were now memories, which would be relived and. retold
many a time, all the while supplmenting the comaraderie which is the true
ingredient of V.O.C.

HOMiSCUMING
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October 25, 1967

Sue Pyne

Homecoming was extended this year to include all clubs and groups
on campus. V.O.C. found itself in the position of having to reach and
reunite four hundred grad members with whom it is in contact.. This
massive job had only two days in which to be completed. The cry for
help went out. The old die-hards led by our archivist, Kathy Bickerton,
took up the challenge. One announcement at the Wednesday meeting
broug'at forty new enthusiastic members. Address es were looked up in
the "Bible" at Cecil Green Park and while working in hour shifts of
twelve people, the job was completed in time. The invitations encouraged
old members to put on their goon hats and come as they were.
Glaus Jensen arranged to have a continuous slide show, which was
presented by Les Watson with a Whistler cabin construction story. Peter
Thompson and Alice Purdy then took over with the Logan iixpedition. resume.
Their presentation entranced the audience to the point of involved fantasy
and made it seem as if they were one of the courageous few themselves.
The highlight of the show came when Dick Culbert, adding his own brand
of humor, along with some mountain hopping slides, brought the show to
a close. It was immediately apparent that the guests had enjoyed the
show immensely.
The crowd then moved downstairs where an amusing skit was presented
by the active members. Then to the delight of all the active members,
the alumni had an impromptu story line. As they went back in years,
the tales grew taller and taller. One tale was of the organization of
the Squamish Band. Two of the members of this outstanding group were
present and they brought out their instruments. Instruments I? Well,
one was an upside down washtub with a rope attached to a rake making
a very effective string bass, and the second was a banjo. The two
fellows were Dick Lazenby and 'lob Nicholson. Their playing and singing
sparked the enthusiasm of everyone and was only matched by their subtle
humor.

Old Members Band

Photo by Kathy Shatkin

Coffee and cake was available in Mildred Brock Lounge where old
photograph albums were on display. After the sing-wong, a good old
V.O.C. shaker took place.
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MOUNT EVEREST
November 4, 1967

Kick Price

In every field of endeavor there has to be a point which represents
the highest possible level of achievement in that field. In mountaineering;
that point is Mount Everest. This year the Varsity Outdoor Club initiated
what we hope will become an annual club event—The V.O.C. Mount Everest
Expedition.
Leading the trip this year was that renowned climber, adventurer and
ruthless playboy, Charles S. Bungi (pronounced 3unj~eye). The rest of
Chuck's crack climbing team included his girlfriend, Sarah Phive, and
one other couple—Pete Ohn and Karen Biner. Ava Lanche also wanted to
go, but was snowed under by midterms. For food, the boys brought pop,
while the girls brought cake and cookies. Their equipment included
29,002 feet of fixed rope, contributed by V.O.C. and carried by fortyseven Sherpas (the entire membership of 3.F.O.C.).
Unfortunately, on the very first day of the trip, an incident delayed
the progress of our team. Just as they reached a high mountain pass in
Northern India, they were attacked by a huge fur-covered bi-ped. What the
unfortunate climbers did not realize was that it was the height of the
abominable snowman mating season. They managed to beat off the vicious
attack, but not before the girls received a bad scare. On retrospect,
we can hardly blame the abominable snowman. After all, who ever heard
of an abominable snowwoman?
The next day, having recovered from the unnerving incident of the
previous day, the climbers continued on. They were travelling through a
series of high meadowed valleys when it suddenly struck them that this
would be a beautiful place for a ski cabin. Right then and there, they
decided to stop and build a cabin. "Think of all the work hikes we can
organize I" exclaimed Charles.
"But what about the climb?" you ask. Ah well, maybe next year.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
This is a humorous note, included as comic relief. It also shorn
that climbers are not a dry and quiet group who only enjoy themselves
at the 24,000 foot level in a blizzard.

CLIMBS AND EXPEDITIONS
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MOUNTAIN RESCUE GROUP
Rick Price

The relatively large number of climbers, hikers, and skiers in
the Pacific Northwest has neccessitated the formation of volunteer
organizations to take care of the inevitable mishaps in these sports.
In Vancouver, the organization is known as the "Mountain Rescue Group".
To quote its constitution, "The objects of the society are:
(a) To establish, maintain and conduct an organization to search
for and rescue persons lost or injured in mountainous areas.
(b) To secure and maintain equipment useful for such purposes.
(c) To promote and effect education in mountain safety, first
aid, search and rescue techniques.
(d) To co-operate with other organizations with similar purposes."
Although its operations are centred in Vancouver, B. C , M.R.G. has
taken part in rescues as far north as the Alaska border and as far south
as the Cascades Mountains in Washington State (See the Mt. Shuksan article
in this journal).
To become a member of M.R.G., one must be "an experienced mountaineer
who is able and ready to participate in mountain search and rescue on a
voluntary basis".
The Climbing Chairman is V.O.C.'s official representative to M.R.G.
and this year V.O.C. has about a dozen of its members in Mountain Rescue.
If you have had experience in the mountains, you will do your fellow
outdoorsmen a valuable service by joining this worthwhile organization.

MT. LOGAN - N. RIDGE (attempted)
JUNE - JULY, 1967

Alice Purdey

Everybody had one—a Centennial project that is, and ours was to
attempt a new route on Canada's highest peak—Mt. Logan, 19,850 feet.
In January, Jim Craig (leader), Bob Cuthbert (both B.C.M.C.) and Peter
Thompson, Alice Purdey (both V.O.C, B.C.M.C.) began laying plans.
These culuminated in a rendezvous in Whitehorse, Bob and Alice having
hitched the 1700 miles from Vancouver. Here, also, Vince Bauer (A.C.C)
joined us, having become a party member a short time earlier.
Whitehorse, an intriguing contrast between two centuries, is a
wide open city which supports all kinds of people. We met two hospi
table families, one of whom lodged the five of us for three days, the
other drove us and our half-ton of gear the 140 miles to Kluane Lake.

From Kluane, a Beaver aircraft flew us into Base Camp on a tongue
of the Logan glacier.

S3

Our objective was a 6,500 foot sharp-crested ridge terminating in
a 400 foot ice wall, which happened to be the snout of a hanging glacier
bordering the summit plateau. Pictures and maps had not adequately
prepared us for what now towered impressively above. Cornices, both
double and single, hung everywhere. There were a few rock gendarmes
and a few very thin (knife-edge) sections. Multiple evidence of ava
lanches, especially in one gynormous (sic) chute where the ridge meets
the face, filled us with intimidating awe. In fact, before TO left
base camp, we experienced the sobering thrill of being enveloped in
snow dust generated by an avalanche in this chute a mile away. Fortu
nately for our sanity, we realized that the snow and ice itself would
not reach us.
Since the East face of our ridge did not look promising as far
as offering a route to the crest, we used the afternoon of Day 1 for
explorational purposes. While Jim and Bob investigated possibilities
on a ridge to the East, Peter, Vince and Alice skiied around to discover
the key to the crest on the Western side.
Our plan of attack was to establish a cache at the base of the ridge.
While two people went on to break trail, the others packed loads from
camp to cache. When only personal supplies and some food remained, this
was packed through and the next campsite was established. While the
cache was retrieved by one group, the trail was advanced by the other.
Because the snow was rather soft and sticky during the day, we
hoped to work at night, in the twilight zone of half-light. But hopes
were dampened when almost every evening brought snowfall. This also
delayed departure from Base Camp as the trail had to be cleared three
times before we finally were able to use it. Another.problem presented
itself when at about 9,500 feet the snow became too difficult to track.
A thin crust covered one to two feet of fresh powder which in turn sat
on various depths of "Swiss-cheese" snow i.e. corn snow which had gone
through advanced stages of melting, was extremely tunnelled and offered
no resistance to weight. So we developed a shovel-stomp routine which
continued as long as we did.

June 29, Day 6, Camp 1 established. How good it felt to be actually
living on the ridge at last 1 Morale was boosted as we mentally skipped
ahead, anticipating that the ice-wall would present the greatest obstacle.
However, we were already feeling the sheer power of size in the St. Elias
Range.
To the West stood two beautiful peaks, each about 12,000 feet, which
would certainly be a challenge to scale. Yet how insignificant they
seemed—only a spur on the ridge of the bulky Logan massif. Twenty miles
to the North stretched the Centennial Range, 10,000 foot peaks looking
like foothills. Above, our ridge, drew us eagerly onward and upward
like a carrot before the donkey's nose.

jistimates of progress were constantly over-optinistic as we moved
up to Gamps II and III, taking about four days for each advance. Fixed
line was strung on alnost dil 1 '.ids and although its purpose was never
seriously tested, in soae cases it was of little more than psychological
use. Test-book belays were at a premium; more often they consisted of
straddling the ridge and sitting on one's axe dug into the snow. :Jven
the occasional rock section offered no relief fron the snail's pace as
the rock was terribly loose and unstable.
July 7, Day 14, Camp III established.
We alternated between breaking trail and packing to or from the
cache, working during the night as often as weather permitted. Peter
and Vince set out just before midnight on the 14th while Jim, Bob and
Alice slept until 4:00 a.m. before going for the cache.
"Hey you two, get up I Hurry up 1 They've been avalanched ?' Jim
was hollering at Bob and Alice.
"0 God ! Are they O.K.?

Where are they?"

"About 100 feet below camp.

Just a few yards up the rid^e".

Within ninutes Bob and Alice had sat up a belay system and dropped
a line to the two fellows. Climbing on tension, Vince appeared first.
A few words were exchanged but he looked cold and miserable as he walked
into camp. The line was again dropped to bring up Peter who appeared
with a not so cheerful "Good morning" and a rather messy face.
Vince had been belaying Feter, who, for the first time in a long
while, was able to walk rather than shovel. Suddenly, a large slab
broke away carrying them 700 feet down the West face of the ridge.
They were miraculously saved when their rope snagged on a horizontal
buldge of a small ice wall. Having lost both ice axes, but not the shovel,
they cut steps up the face until stopped by blue ice 100 feet below canp.
Fortunately, neither of the men were in visible shock, nor were
they cold as they'd been warmly clothed. However, Vince immediately
crawled into his sleeping bag and consumed some of the hot soup and
tea which Jim had brewed. Peter remained up for assessment of his
wound—a large gash in his forehead—-before retiring. The first aid
team of Alice and Bob then went into action, putting twenty-three
stitches into Peter's scalp and splinting Vince's broken a'rrn. Jim,
meanwhile, stomped out a message: 1 INJURY CuPT which he stained with
red Kool-Aid.
What to do? Part of the problem was solved when Alaska pilot
Jack Wilson flew over in early afternoon and saw our message. !$y
5:00 p.m., only fourteen hours after the accident, Vince was on his
way back to civilization, courtesy of a chopper working with Y.A.C.a.
(Yukon Alpine Centennial iixpedition).

Left on the ridge with an ambiguous feeling of emptiness yet
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relief, we decided, after much discussion, to continue climbing. But
further exploration proved that conditions were worse than ever; descent
was the only sane alternative. Besides, the weather was again closing in.
Ulien we emerged from the tent on Day 20, the weather was bright
and beautiful, with sunlight casting a treacherous charm upon the ridge.
Only with great will did we turn our minds to thoughts of descent.
Tying the fixed line end to end, 1,600 feet in all, we established an
800 foot rappel down the West face, not too far from where Peter and
Vince had avalanched. We anticipated taking five or six hours to
descend the 3,300 feet to the glacier below. Umpteen rappels, much
nervous tension, and twenty hours later we ran off the face (ran be
cause we had to negotiate an avalanche funnel). Our descent route
passed by some beautiful seracs and glistening icicles but unfortunately
we were unable to fully appreciate nature, being in constant danger of
avalanche. Kad we realized how dangerous our route was, we certainly
would never have considered it, especially after witnessing a constant
stream of avalanches thunder down next day.
By then it was raining so we pitched a soggy camp at the base
cache, iiight quarts of liquid and thirteen hours sleep did wonders
to refresh us for the between-clouds dash back to Base Camp.
Luckily, the ceiling lifted on our pick-up day, but unluckily for
Bob, he had to remain at the Divide Camp (on a glacier fifty miles
North of Kluane) to lighten the load in the plane. The weather then
promptly closed in, stranding him for three days. Meanwhile, Jim,
Peter and Alice arrived at Kluane in time to hear a meteorology lecture
describing the unusual weather system which had broken many records in
the area during the summer.
Looking back, the trip was a tremendous experience in mountaineering
on a grand scale, and in small group living for an extended period of
time.
Co-operation and sponsorship from Jones Tent and Awning who supplied
tents and down clothing; V.O.C. who donated 1,600 feet of fixed rope;
Canadian Freightways who shipped our gear gratis to VJhitehorse; and
B.C.M.C. who donated money for necessary expenses was and is greatly
appreciated by all party members.

COAST KAl.GS ESCAPADES or
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"WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?"
Summer, 1967

Dick Culbert & Mike V.'arr

The geological Coast Project, which Dick and I, plus assorted
VOC'ers, ex-VOC'ers and others, were on, was basically a government
geological mapping survey of a chunk of 8. C. 's coastline. There
were occasional excursions into the mountains. We, that is the under
lings, disagreed with vorkinr the well indented coastline from Knight
Inlet, pointing out the vast unclimbed peaks of the mountainous interior.
V.'e were, of course, overruled. So most of the time we played in the
rain: through breakers, on sandbars, running up (and down) rivers five
inches deep with twelve inch projecting props, and tipping over untippable twenty miles per hour rubber boats (didn't you, Dick 1 1 ? ? ) .
Other events that passed the time were flying helicopters, log rolling,
living (and eating) well on a floating Fisheries Board barge, and
some of us (including "Cow") losing four different sets of spectacles
in ten days. We also collected rocks.
The end to all this frivolity (and the beginning of some serious
mountain sightseeing) was the grand visit of the Minister of Energy,
Mines and Technical Surveys from Ottawa, plus his entourage. A most
beautiful setting was chosen for the visitors to see how the Geological
Survey of Canada really worked all the time. So there at the side of
a lake (Ape Lake, of course), one beautiful morning were four hardy
members of the G.S.C. pouring tea for, and over George Pepan, the Minister.
Fortunately we, two of the foresaid hirsutes, were relived of this
embarrassing facade, and flown to the top of a glacier for a first
ascent - Elfrida. Slow plodding up resulted in reaching the top,
(hurrayJ1), slow building resulted in one cairn, slow checking with a
compass confirmed that we were on the highest point, a slow descent
through an ice fall got us off the mountain, and a bloody quick run
down got us to our equipment site. There to find (or rather not to
find) that we couldn't see our tents, etc. A forest bivouac and a
lie-in preceded the next morning.
The next three days saw us climbing three more mountains in perfect
weather. It was a pity we could never climb or get near Mts. Waddington
and Monarch. Ve just had to be satisfied with first ascents on ine
R,000 and above footers. In quick succession we did -"-Obstreperous,
apt!" named (or had we just been tired??), *"Three Cornered Hat" (loose
and interesting), and an easy thing, consequently called *"Inocuous".
The Survey then consider d that this was enough running around, so
we spent the next month playing with boats again. However, murmurings
among the peons (or were the bosses really interested in collecting
rocks from the area??), resulted in Dick and I being sent out for more
peak bagging. Majestic (9,700 feet) was pleasant. Cowsort (9,500 feet)
had down sloping slabs. Mantel and "Crumble" were done in blizzards
(must keep pushing on you know). Whilst collecting recks, we spent
most of the day getting to and on *"Raaipart", wliich involved class 4—5
climbing up a steep 400 foot wall. >ftiat were we there for anyway?
The last few weeks saw the west ridge of Mt. Bell climbed, and

Cow (the bum), climbed Wiesner solo for a first ascent. The
was rain and griz-ly bears - the latter wandering around and
logging can? huts we then occupied. Then on September 11th,
bac'- to Vancouver, where one of our members, who had no seat
•oants, was greeted by an embarrassed girlfriend.

finale
in the
we flew
in his

FIRST ASCKNTS

Mike Warr and
Dick Culbert
ELFRIDA

- plus 8500'

July 21, 1967

«• "OBSTREPEROUS"

- plus 8000'

July 22, 1967

* "THREE CORNERED HAT"

- plus 8000'

July 23, 1967

* "INCCUOUS"

- plus 80001

July 24, 1967

9700'

August 18, 1967

COWSORT

-

9500'

August 19, 1967

MANTEL

- plus 9000'

August 20, 1967

* "CRUMBLE PEAK"

- plus 9000'

August 23, 1967

* "RAMPART"

-

August 24, 1967

MAJESTIC

9500'

VEST RIDGE - MT. BELL
- Dick Culbert and Tony Ellis
WIESNER
- Dick Culbert

*

Unofficial names to peaks are apbstrophed
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Frank Baumann
The popularity of building climbing, after fading off somewhat
for a time, flared again in 1966-67. Most of the new buildings were
climbed, many before construction was even finished; although routes
always went up completed sections. Some of the more outstanding
climbs are outlined below.
The Henry Angus Building was first climbed to the subroof on
January 13, 1967. Making use of a third floor washroom as a dynamic
belay position, Rick Price completed a beautiful lead to the subroof,
where he was shortly joined by Tim Auger and Mike Ablitt. Unfortunately,
the untimely arrival of the Buildings and Grounds constables prevented
a completion of the ascent that day. Five days later, however, the same
party, along with Rick Scott, completed the ascent using a Mike Ablitt
designed grappling hook to secure a line to the top. This was then
used to prussik up from the subroof, and gain the summit.
The Ablitt grappling hook was later used for a daring ascent of
the Civil Engineering Building. After gaining the roof of the adjacent
powerhouse, the hook was thrown across the gap and "secured" to the
roof of the Civil's building. Then, using a Tyrolean Traverse, Mike
Ablitt, Rick Price and Mike Warr slid across the rope and completed
the ascent. During open house, Westbrook Hospital was climbed by
Mike Warr, Dick Culbert, Harry Bruce, Alice Purdy, Rick Scott and
Mike Ablitt, by using the grappling hook to secure lines to the ledges
which are located above the main entrance and which afford a route to
the top.
Later in the year, on May 1, 1967, Mike Ablitt and Rick Price
completed another somewhat difficult ascent, scaling the south wall
of the new Music Building.
Another series of first ascents were completed in the Bio—Med
complex (including the Dentistry Building) by Tim Auger, Mike Wisnicki
and Mike Ablitt. These climbs were typical of those completed before
construction was even finished on the buildings.
On January 5, 1967, a large party climbed the Forestry-Agriculture
Building. This group included Mike Ablitt, Rick Price, Dick Culbert,
Alice Purdey, Rick Scott, Mike Warr, Harry JJruce, Bob Cuthbert and
Tim Auger, who used the inside west chimneys as a route to the summit
blocks.
In October of 1967, the new Metallurgy building also yielded to
the onslot of the cragrats. Dick Culbert, along with Mike Ablitt,
Mike Warr and Frank Baumann, completed a strenuous route up a narrow
seven story chimney on the west wall.
A final climb which should be mentioned was the ascent of Thunderbird Stadium, also in October, 1967. Les Watson gained the top of
pillar four (from the north end) by prussiking up from the Stadium
roof. Later, in November, Frank Baumann and Mike Ablitt ascended the
pillars five and six; thus leaving nine more towers for future cragrats.

Building climbing often involves much ingenuity, and a flare for
the unusual. It also demands a certain amount of physical exertion,
but is rewarding for several reasons. First, it affords a break from
studying, but is not excessively time-consuming; and second, it leaves
one with a genuine feeling of accomplishment, especially when an ascent
involved some tricky little solution to a particular problem. Since
new buildings are always being added to the University, eager building
climbers will always be able to make new first ascents - ascents which
will probably prompt many stories years later, when return trips are
made to U.B.C.
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ASCSNT OF Ti-iiJ CAIRN NSaDUS (7500 Feet)
May, 1967

Dick Culbert

Undoubtedly the most tempting thing about the Cairn Needle is its
name. Indeed, the name was almost all we knew about the thing when we
started out. There was a rumour abroad some years back that someone
had climbed it, but the identity of that someone and the source of the
rumour were always obscure. Transient rumours are common the the
mountain grapevine.
Kric Lance had seen the Needle from across iferrison Lake one summer
before, and found it quite shapely even at that distance: so following
final exams last Spring, 3ric, Alice Purdey, and I took the ferry up
Harrison Lake and caught a logging truck ride half way up the Stokke
Creek Logging Road. This road runs pretty well to the head of its
valley, and opens up much of the mountain country behind Mount
Breakenridge.
There were the usual "out of shape" problems with the first big
Spring backpack, and it was not until next morning that we skied up
into the cirque of Stokke's east fork beneath the Needle itself. Two
of the three ridges on this classical horn were now visible, and appeared
to offer major rock and ice problems. The third (north) ridge was behind,
and according to our particularly useless one hundred foot contour map,
would prove little better than a corner in a hanging glacier.
Then there was the problem of a 3,000 foot avalanche slope to be
climbed before even reaching the beast. We decided to start at dawn,
and so camped in the cirque with the thunder of avalanches from a
neighboring face reminding us that these were among the first hot days
of Spring.

A camp below Cairn Needle could normally be reached in two or
three hours frcn the Stokke Creel- road.

That night it failed to freeze, and the next morning brought low
cloud. Avalanche hazard, soft snow, and multiple ski equipment failuresforced us to abandon our assult on the Needle, and instead we ploughed
through steep slush up an ill-defined ridge to take in a northwestern
companion of our objective as a consolation. Finally we got above the
clouds and ate lunch while trying to identify other summits poking
through in our vicinity. Few had been named, and even fewer climbed.
Our peak was a pleasant ascent with spectacular cornices but no great
difficulty, and brought us out directly opposite Cairn Needle—a vantage
point which revealed that its North i&dge was not only accessible but
quite assailable. 3y mid afternoon we were all on the surnnit of Cairn
Needle, digging out rocks for a cairn.
By way of descent, we traversed slopes from the north col around
to the south, then ploughed down slushy slopes tc our skis, keeping
clear of the worst avalanche runs. Our tracks of the morning had
already been ploughed under.
Next day Alice and I made a ski ascent of the main suimit above
the forks in Stokke Creek. There were other peaks available, but our
ski equipment was on its last straps, and next day we retreated to the
hospitable logging camp at the mouth of Stokke Creek.

GUARD MOUNTAIN—FI.tST ASCENT OF THE NORTH A.foTE
May, 1967

Dick Culbert

Following an early adjournment of the Cairn Needle trip, Alice
and I joined the Garibaldi Invasion for a weekend at Sphinx Camp.
From here we made on blizzardy climb with Mike Warr—namely the
north arete of Guard Mountain. This proved to be a good rock,
although the fresh snow did its best to mask the effect. There
were three major class 5 steps, each of a full lead or better—
doubtlessly a very pleasant climb under more friendly conditions.
The spastic-move-of-the-week award goes to Yours Truly who took
off his pack with an ice-axe tucked behind it, and required three
consecutive rappels down the east face to retrieve it. Otherwise,
all went well.

Cairn Needle

Photo by Dick Culbert
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THE a S J E N C S OF BUILDING CLIMBING

Harry Bruce

The short climbing season of this region results in two types of
climbers. The first climb only occasionally and are similar to the
bunnys of the ski slope. The other type have been called fanatics. It
is the fanatic who keeps the tradition alive. V . O . C . is, after all, a
climbing club. (Did he say climbing?—ihat kind of a nut is he?).
During the term, these staunch-hearted climbers become increasingly
frustrated. They vent their built-up tensions on the local buildings.
The Building Climbers are a hardy lot who sacrifice even their study
time to climb. There are not many buildings on campus that haven't
been climbed. Most buildings have several routes on them which vary
from very elementary practice pitches to more difficult routes. Building
climbing is a good way to keep in shape and can be done by anyone.
(This is verified by the fact that Rich Scott, Rick Price, Mike Ablitt,
Harry Bruce and similar dubious forms cf life participate.) Anyone
can participate and a night's climbing can usually be arranged by
talking to a few of the climbers. "3. C.ing", as it is known, has the
added excitement of being illegal and many a night's frolic has been
stifled by an alert member of the local constabulary. These inter
ruptions add to the excitement of climbing past the women's washroom
windows or of being asked by some janitor, as you hang periously from
a window ledge, "Hey 1 v/hat are you trying to do, kill j'ourself ? I"
So—fellow adventurers, I implore you: try building climbing. It
may not equal in excitement an expedition to Kollyburn .{idge BUT it
is climbing (I think) and, after all, we are still a climbing club 1
AREN'T .VE?

Building Climbing at U.B.C.

Photo by Frank Baumann

YUKON ALPINE CLUB EXPEDITION
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First Ascent of Peak #7. 11,300 Ft.
Monica Morris
(nee Nasmyth)
At midnight on August 7th, four of us - Rod Sykes, Tich Morris,
Mike Matthews and myself awoke in B Camp to find that the clouds and
snow of the day before had disappeared. (Sad news I Looks like we'll
have to give it a try after all, eh?) Mush and tea brightened the
prospect somewhat. 3ut at midnight - well, whose idea was this, anyway t
Starting from B Camp gave us an advantage of about 1500 feet and
two hours over starting from the main Steele Glacier Camp. By the
pale night light we could see surprisingly well on the glacier. About
three-quarters of an hour from camp we came to the "new snow" section
of the glacier. From now on it would be trudging through two feet of
soft snow. 3ut luck was with us. It had been frozen just enough to
hold if you walked very gingerly and didn't say anything you oughtn't.
Rodney persisted in breaking through at every step.
Three hours saw us at our turning off point about half way up the
C Glacier. This was opposite a rock route we had chosen as the only
feasible access to the 7-3 ridge. It was a relatively easy 3-4 scramble.
Just before gaining the ridge, we made a short traverse on VERY steep
hard snow (ho hum l) to a break in the cornice. Sunshine greeted us,
and, after a short break, we were feeling very blase and saying foolish
things like "It can't be far now".
However, sunshine was just what we didn't need. We soon found
ourselves plowing through AT LEAST six feet ( I? I ? ) of soft snow.
Passing through the bottom of a towering blue crevasse, we emerged
on an obvious avalanche slope. It was touch and go whether it would
sud-lenly slide over the brink onto C glacier 2,000 feet below. 3ut
being (mostly) of a mind to bag Peak #7, we carried on and crossed it
without notable incident.
The summit ridge turned out to be four ropelengths of classic
knife-edge (Definition: extended sequence of one-point balance moves).
Just a step back now, and smile 1 Thus ended the first ascent of Peak
#7.
But the tale isn't over. The first descent of Peak #7 made itself
notoriously worthy of record. The return trip along the 7-3 ridge
involved plowing through AT LEAST twelve feet ( I? I ? ) of soft snow.
Aside from this, all went well until we dropped below the ridge onto
what had been a steep hard snow slope. It was now steep and soft.
Rodney led out, but suddenly wiped out and plummetted over the brink,,
There was smooth ice under the snow. Next thing we knew he was setting
up a belay at the rocky lip over which he had disappeared. Mike
followed, stopped midway across the traverse to put in an ice screw.
While he was busy, I started out. Chancing to look up, I saw that a
chunk of snow had broken off the cornice, A second later it was an
avalanche. It roared past me, covering my steps just as I stumbled
away. It crossed the rope between Mike and Rod and cascaded over the

lip beneath which Rod was tied in. After this episode we made a hastyexit. I was in a state of psyche-out which shaking knees and green
pallor didn't really hide.
The remainder of the trip was uneventful. A long snow slog, and
uncountable crevasses into which Rodney fell with monotonous regularity.
Supper time saw us in Steele Camp comparing tales of conquest over a
hearty Alpine Club meal.

THOUGHTS SPRINGING FROM WINTSR
Paul Sims

Is joy hidden from winter?
I asked the wind one day
As he frisked with smoke
And held it like hope
Then bannered it off and away.
Where is faith in wir\ter?
I asked of the sun that day
'."•lile watching a drop
From an icicle pop
And go sparkling on its way.
Does love slumber for winter?
I was skeptical that day,
Except I was lost
Gardening window frost
And really didn't care anyway.

SPECIAL FEATURES
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CLIH3IN0 ACROSS THE PACIFIC
Phillip Anderson

For a sandstone climber like myself to come to a country of granite
is rather an exciting, disappointing - yet interesting experience.
Specifically I am speaking about the two areas in which I have done
most of my climbing: Sydney, Australia and Vancouver, Canada.
Reasonably close to Sydney are the "Blue Mountains" which form an
elevated, dissected plateau area \iiere most of Sydney's sandstone
climbing is done. To these sheer, somewhat rotten cliffs the climbers
go on weekends to put up new routes, for practice or just for a good
day's climbing. My introduction to climbing was on this rock (by a
good friend John Davis) and I came to like it. I quickly learned
never to trust the rock for strength; but after a while was able to
"feel" whether or not I was going to pull the cliff down on me. Apart
from this problem, sandstone provides a great variety of holds and cracks
which makes for enjoyable climbing. Of course not all climbing done in
New South Wales is sandstone - there are many volcanic (trachyte, rhyolite,
etc.) and some granite peaks in northern New South Wales which are growing
in popularity.
On arriving in Vancouver I was introduced to granite climbing.
Naturally, I was very surprised to find that I could trust just about
every hold ... that is if I could find one 1 Indeed, granite climbing
is rather holdless, much being done as slabs or artificial. Another
thing which troubled me was the rain and snow. On this particular part
of the west coast one could safely say, that, for about half the year,
"if it isn't raining, it's snowing." However I was assured by my fellow
climbers that I would get used to it.
To me it seems that the attitudes of Vancouver climbers and Sydney
climbers are also quite different; this probably sterling from the
different natures of the rock. When climbing in the Blue Mountains,
one's access is from the top of the plateau and thus there is no desire
to "get to the top". Such a situation often produces the (usually
called "slothful") climber such as myself who climbs rock for the
sheer enjoyment of the rock climbing along - and prefers this to snow
and ice climbing or bush whacking.
Conversely, because the Coast Mountains north of Vancouver are cov
ered in snow most of the year and are therefore "mountains" in the true
sense (formidable, somewhat inaccessible, often above 10,000 feet) the
majority of climbers produced here are truly mountaineers. I feel that
Australia produces a great many more specialized rock climbers.
However whether it be snow, ice, granite, sandstone, and expedition
or a day's climbing, despite these many differences we all have the same
human desire to conquer (whether a rock pitch or a mountain), and will
all get the utmost pleasure from our accomplishment - that is what makes
a climber.

GLACIER
P. M. Simtts
Glacier green grows
Even, colder now
As I consider
Distant, unclirabed peaks
And those invisible peaks
We had once climbed
Soul surrenders
To these pinnacles
Where the year's last snows cling
In steep cornice through spring
And crowd into shady slopes of sunnier

